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Lesson Plan
Class: SUB LIEUTENANT COURSE
SUBJECT: OPERATION ( EW&AV)

Length of class: 90 minutes + 20 mins breaks

Group: 1

Main aims:
Timing
5 minutes

10-15
minutes

Stage/Procedure
Introduction:
- Introduce ourselves to the SS.

T – SS

T – SS

Aim/Rationale
- SS will know the teachers
-T will know SS background
knowledge of English and
needs.

-

20 minutes

25 minutes

T – SS

English analysis questionnaire:
- T gives rationale for questionnaire
- T will hand out worksheet to the SS to complete.

Whole class discussion:
- T will discuss the questions SS completed in the previous stage, bringing out students’
educational background

20 minutes

Interaction

S – SS

Needs analysis questionnaire:
- T gives rationale for questionnaire
- T will handout worksheets to SS to complete.

Whole class discussion:
T will ask SS questions to start the discussion, the questions are:
- What do you think the reason behind giving you these worksheets?
- What were the most interesting questions did you find in the worksheets? Why? etc.

T – SS

S – SS

T will know SS English
speaking level.
T will know something
about ss’ personalities,
background etc

- T will know SS
background knowledge of
the profession.
- T gets ss to think about their
own
learning
styles
&
preferences
-T will know how students’
prefer to be taught.
- T gets more idea of ss
English level, personalities etc
- T will organize timing of the
classes.

10 minutes

(if time) Just a Minute
- each st talks about a topic for one minute (topics on card)

Khaled A. Majid
EDPT 3150 – Teaching Practicum
Reflection Task for Teaching Practice
Teacher : Group 1
Students : 28
Date
: 16/2/2004

Subject
Topics
Time

: Course Introduction
: Students Background
: 09:05 – 12:25

Overall
My colleagues and I had to present 4 lessons at the Navy school.
The students we met are going to be our students for the rest of
the course so we decided to make the first meeting an
introduction lesson. At the beginning of our lesson Mossabah
introduced us and himself to the students. He told them the
reason behind our course as well as the way we will teach them.
After that we gave the students a questionnaire which focused
on the students’ education background and their level of
English. This questionnaire was followed by a whole class
discussion where we could explain for the students why we
needed them to answer this questionnaire. The students had a
30-minute break and then we gave them another questionnaire
which had 24 questions focusing on their learning style. We
followed this stage with a whole class discussion about the
learning methods that they would like to be taught. By the end
of the lesson we divided the students into five groups and each
one of us (teachers) had one group to establish a good
relationship which is going to help us throughout the course.
Lessons Objectives
There were four main objectives in our lesson. We achieved
each objective in different ways during our lesson. These
objectives were:
Establish a good relationship with the students
Usually students hope for a teacher who can be a role model in
many aspects in the classroom. Personal rapport with the
students is the most significant sign of a good teacher. Most of
the time this skill has nothing to do with subjects being taught.
This relationship can be developed easily depending on the
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number of students and regular contact which in our case is
every week. Students are looking for a person to understand
them individually and to pay attention to their goals and
problems.
This aspect was achieved in our lesson several times. The first
time was when Mossabah introduced us to the students. Also it
was achieved during the whole class discussion where we
accepted the students’ ideas and suggestions. The best part
where we could establish a good relationship was when we
divided the students into five groups. This gave us the
opportunity to know them well. In this part we went down to our
personal information. I think the small number of students in
these groups helped us to create a good basement for a good
rapport and understanding.
Finding out students’ English level
Students’ language level is a very considerable skill because it is
the language which is going to be used during the course. It is
recommended to know the students’ level of English so we will
be able to grade our English to a level which will suite the
students in our classes.
This was done in several ways, even sometimes without the
students realizing that we were testing their English level such
as in the open conversation activity which was by the end of the
lesson. This gave us the opportunity to test their listening and
speaking skills. One major activity where the students’ English
was been tested was the English Analyzing Questionnaire. In
this questionnaire we focused on their educational background
and their level of English. We had them to write a paragraph of
fifty words which was a good way to check their writing skill.
By these results we can have a concrete knowledge of their level
to base our lessons’ plans on as well as our activities.
Finding students’ learning style
Students have a variety of learning styles. They prefer to take in
the information in different ways such as seeing, hearing,
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reflecting, acting, reasoning, analyzing and visualizing. Teacher
methods also vary. Teachers can deliver their lessons by
lecturing, demonstrating, leading students to self-discovery,
focusing on principles, focusing on applications, emphasizing
memory and understanding. When mismatching occur between
the students’ styles of learning and the teacher’s methods of
teaching the students may become bored and inattentive in the
subject. To overcome this problem the teacher should try to
balance his teaching methods to go with his students’ learning
styles. If this objective is achieved, it would lead the students to
a perfect level of comfort and willingness to learn during the
lesson.
According to this, we decided to give the longest time in our
first lessons to do an analyzing questionnaire which focused on
their learning styles. This analyzing questionnaire will help us to
avoid the mismatching which might occur between the teacher’s
methods and students’ learning styles. We also spent long time
after the questionnaire to clarify the answers and to go deeper in
the students’ points of interests to have general ideas which will
help the students to keep pace with the course.
Finding out students’ personalities
I have to understand my students’ personalities because it is a
very important aspect for me as a teacher. In order to plan my
lessons’ activities and the ways to present the subjects in
interesting ways, I need to know what motivates my students,
what background the students brought with them to the
classroom, also the students point of interests. Students are also
affected by their culture, neighbourhood, and friends. Knowing
a little of this background will help me to understand my
students and will provide me with answers to questions that
might occur during the course such as:
• How can I help this student learn better?
• What in the students life can I relate this topic to?
Finding out the students’ personalities was carried out in the
lesson during the conversation stages. In my group I discussed
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so many factors which reflected the students’ personalities. I had
these statements:
• Making mistakes in English is OK as long as people
understand you.
• My friends should come from the same social background
as I do.
• It is impossible to have a happy family life and a
successful career.
• Women will never be equal to men in the workplace.
• Foreigners should be reduced in our country.
• The government is responsible for making sure that all
citizens of a country have at least a minimum living
income job.
• Quality of life will greatly improve in the future.
• Military service should be obligatory.
These statements helped me to create an image of my students’
personalities which was really positive. This factor will enable
me to build my lessons according to my students’ way of
thinking and understanding life. I will reflect their personalities
in the lessons which will help me to deliver my lessons’
objectives in a better way which will not clash with their
background.
Conclusion
In conclusion, I think this lesson was a useful lesson considering
the factors we learned about our students. I will use these factors
to build my lessons using my students’ personalities, English
level and learning styles. I’m going to adapt my methods to go
with these factors in order to present better lessons and increase
the amount of information my students will grasp throughout the
course. One thing I have to keep building is a good relationship,
which will be a good supporter to me throughout my lessons.
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For each of the 24 questions below select either "a" or "b" to indicate your answer. Please
choose only one answer for each question. If both "a" and "b" seem to apply to you, choose
the one that applies more frequently.
1. I tend to
(a) understand details (  ) اﻟﺘﻔﺎﺻﻴﻞof a subject but may be fuzzy (  ) ﻣﺸﻮّشabout its
overall structure ( ) اﻟﻔﻜﺮة اﻟﻌﺎﻣﺔ.
(b) understand the overall structure (  ) اﻟﻔﻜﺮة اﻟﻌﺎﻣﺔbut may be fuzzy ( ) ﻣﺸﻮّشabout
details ( ) اﻟﺘﻔﺎﺻﻴﻞ.
2. When I am learning something new, it helps me to
(a) talk about it.
(b) think about it.
3. If I were a teacher, I would rather teach a course
(a) that deals with facts and real life situations. ( ) ﺣﻘﺎﺋﻖ ووﻗﺎﺋﻊ
(b) that deals with ideas and theories. ( ) ﻧﻈﺮﻳﺎت وأﻓﻜﺎر
4. I prefer to get new information in
(a) pictures, diagrams, graphs, or maps.
(b) written directions or verbal information.
5. In a study group working on difficult material, I am more likely to
(a) jump in and contribute ideas.
(b) sit back and listen.
6. In a book with lots of pictures and charts, I am likely to
(a) look over the pictures and charts carefully.
(b) focus on the written text.
7. When I solve math problems
(a) I usually work my way to the solutions one step at a time.
(b) I often just see the solutions but then have to struggle to figure out ()ﻳﻔﻬﻢ ﺑﺼﻌﻮﺑﺔ
the steps to get to them.
8. In classes I have taken
(a) I have usually gotten to know many of the students.
(b) I have rarely gotten to know many of the students.
9. I like teachers
(a) who put a lot of diagrams on the board.
(b) who spend a lot of time explaining.
10. When I start a homework problem, I am more likely to
(a) start working on the solution immediately.
(b) try to fully understand the problem first.
11. I remember best
(a) what I see.
(b) what I hear.
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12. It is more important to me that an instructor
(a) lay out the material in clear sequential steps.
(b) give me an overall picture and relate the material to other subjects.
13. I prefer to study
(a) in a study group.
(b) alone.
14. When I get directions to a new place, I prefer
(a) a map.
(b) written instructions.
15. I would rather first
(a) try things out.
(b) think about how I'm going to do it.
16. When I see a diagram or sketch in class, I am most likely to remember
(a) the picture.
(b) what the instructor said about it.
17. I more easily remember
(a) something I have done.
(b) something I have thought a lot about.
18. When I have to perform a task, I prefer to
(a) master one way of doing it.
(b) come up with new ways of doing it.
19. When someone is showing me data, I prefer
(a) charts or graphs.
(b) text summarizing the results.
20. I consider it higher praise ( )ﻣﺪﻳﺢto call someone
(a) sensible.()واﻗﻌﻲ
(b) imaginative.()واﺳﻊ اﻟﺨﻴﺎل
21. When I meet people at a party, I am more likely to remember
(a) what they looked like.
(b) what they said about themselves.
22. I am more likely to be considered
(a) outgoing.()ﺟﺮيء
(b) reserved.()اﻧﻄﻮاﺋﻲ
23. I prefer courses that emphasize( )ﺗﺪﻗﻖ ﻋﻠﻰ
(a) concrete material (facts, data).
(b) abstract material (concepts, theories).
24. Some teachers start their lectures with an outline of what they will cover. Such
outlines are
(a) somewhat helpful to me.
(b) very helpful to me.
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Needs Analysis Questions
Name: ………………………………………..
Select
1. What is your age?
( ) 18 – 22
( ) 29 – 32

Class: ……….

( ) 23 – 28
( ) more than 33

2. Where are you from?
…………………………………………………………………...
3. Have you been abroad before? Where?
( ) Yes
( ) No
…………………………………………………………………
4. Where did you take your initial training?
…………………………………………………………………
5. What was the language used in your initial training?
( ) English
( ) Arabic
( ) others …………..................
6. How long was your initial training?
…………………………………………………………………...
7. What type of school did you go to?
( ) Private school
( ) Governmental school
8. How do you like to be taught? Why?
( ) theory
( ) practical
…………………………………………………………………...
9. What is your English level?
( ) poor
( ) very good

( ) good
( ) excellent

10. Tick the topics which you have studied before:
( ) Operation
( ) EW
( ) Radar
( ) Diving
11. Write 50 words about yourself?
…………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………

Making mistakes in English is OK as long as people
understand you.

My friends should come from the same social
background as I do.

It is impossible to have a happy family life and a
successful career.

Women will never be equal to men in the workplace.

Foreigners should be reduced in our country.

The government is responsible for making sure that all
citizens of a country have at least a minimum living
income job.

Quality of life will greatly improve in the future.

Military service should be obligatory.

Lesson Plan
Class: SUB LIEUTENANT COURSE
SUBJECT: OPERATION AIO

Length of class: 1hr: 40 minutes

Group: 1

Main aim: Students will understand the functions and the resources of information available to AIO.
Timing

Stage/Procedure

Interaction

Aim/Rationale

T – SS

- SS will understand the
definition of the AIO.

AIO introduction:
20 minutes
Mosabbah

20 minutes
Saif

20 minutes
Khalid

20 minutes
Saeed

25 minutes
Salim

-

T will introduce the topic using power point slides.

AIO functions:
- T will discuss with the class functions of AIO.
- T will use power point slides to present the topic.

- Students will learn the AIO
functions.
T – SS

Listening gap fill/ presentation:
-T will give each student a copy of the presentation with gaps in it.
- T will ask students to fill the gaps while he is presenting.
- Students will check their answers in pairs.
- Whole class feedback.
Reading exercise:
- T will divides in 4 groups.
- T will give students worksheets contain matching exercise.
- T will ask students to read page 4 & 5 in their handouts.
- T will ask to complete the matching exercise.
- T will give students the answer sheets as a reference.
Feedback:
-T will divide class into 4 groups.
- T will ask SS to write what they have learnt from the previous stages on a paper.
- T will ask each group to loudly say their answers.

T – SS

S – SS

T – SS

SS

-Students will learn the first 4
sources
of
information
available to AIO.

- SS will learn the last 5
sources
of
information
available to AIO.

Students
will
utilize
information they learnt in the
previous stages.

SOURCES OF INFORMATION
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Own Ship’s Radar
Own Ship’s Sonar
Electronic Intercept
Visual.
Reports From Other Ships.
Reports From Aircraft
Intelligence Reports
Written Orders.
Satellites.

Own Ship’s Radar
1. Radar will give bearing and range of ships,
aircraft, land etc, within and beyond visual
range.

Own Ship’s Radar
2. Some radar will also provide the height of
aircraft.

Own Ship’s Radar
3. By tracking the contacts manually or with the aid
of a computer, courses and speeds may be
calculated.

Own Ship’s Sonar
1. Active sonar will give bearing, range and
depth of underwater objects.
2. Passive sonar will give bearing only of
underwater noises. These noises may be
analyzed and classified by trained operators.

Electronic Intercept
1. Radio and electronic transmissions can
be intercepted.
2. It can be recorded and analyzed by
passive electronic intercept equipment.
3. This will provide the bearing of the
transmitter.

Visual
1. Lookouts can confirm or deny doubtful
radar contacts.
2. Lookouts report contacts difficult to track,
(i.e. small boats etc) and give positive
identities.

SOURCES OF INFORMATION
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Own Ship’s Radar
Own Ship’s .…………
Electronic Intercept
………..
Reports From Other Ships.
…………. ………. …………
Intelligence Reports
Written Orders.
…………...

Own Ship’s Radar
1. Radar will give ………… and …........... of ships,
aircraft, land etc, within and ……..….. …...…..
range.

Own Ship’s Radar
2. Some radar will also provide the …………… of
aircraft.

Own Ship’s Radar
3. By tracking the contacts manually or with the aid
of a computer, …………. and ………….. may be
calculated.

Own Ship’s Sonar
1. …….. ………. will give bearing, range and
depth of underwater objects.
2. …….... ………... will give bearing only of
underwater noises. These noises may be
analyzed and classified by………. ………...

Electronic Intercept
1. Radio and electronic transmissions can
be…...............
2. It can be ………….. and ………….. by
passive electronic intercept equipment.
3. This will provide the ……………... of the
transmitter.

Visual
1. Lookouts can ………. or ……... doubtful
radar contacts.
2. Lookouts report contacts difficult to track,
(i.e. small boats etc) and give ……………
identities.

Khaled A. Majid
EDPT 3150 – Teaching Practicum
Reflection Task for Teaching Practice
Teacher : Group 1
Students : 28
Date
: 23/2/2005

Subject
Topics
Time

: AIO
: Functions & resources
: 09:05 – 10:40

Overall
My colleagues and I had to present 4 lessons at the Navy school.
At the beginning of our lesson, Mossabah introduced the
lesson’s content and the definition of the AIO (Action
Information Organisation) to the students. After that, Saif started
his bit where the students were introduced to the AIO functions.
I started my bit right after Saif’s stage to introduce the sources
of information available to AIO, this was with Saeed’s help. We
divided the nine sources between him and me. Salem Rashid
started his stage after Saeed to check how much the students
learned from our lesson. After this lesson we realized that we
had to change six important aspects in the following lessons.
These aspects are:
Prepare more material / content to be taught
The lesson’s content wasn’t enough comparing with length of
the four lessons. This happened because we decided to cover a
small part of the material so we ended up covering only two
lessons out of four. This incident caused us to finish our classes
too early which reflected on the students because they didn’t
have anything to do in the following two classes’ time. There
are two ideas which are possible to solve this incident in our
future lessons which are cover a bigger part of the subject and
prepare more material to be used during the lessons. There is
one more thing to be done if the same incident occurs in our
future lesson, which is to give the students some extra task such
as a reading task, searching for information, preparing for the
next lessons, general review, and it will be useful to use some
class-activities. These activities will keep the students active in
the class instead of letting them out of the classroom which will
annoy other classes and courses.
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Timing – more time for each teacher
The material to be taught in the lesson affected negatively our
teaching timing. Each teacher taught almost 20 minutes which is
not enough to cover the length of the 4-lesson period. The
solution to this is to increase our teaching time to be at least 35
minutes each. In order to cover this time per teacher, we, as a
group have to focus on the material which is going to be taught
during the lessons to give the teacher the flexibility while
planning their lesson.
Sort out breaks – announce at the beginning of the lesson
In the last lesson and while I was teaching I suggested to avoid
the sort breaks between the lessons and make a long break at the
middle of the lessons. This suggestion was accepted and
appreciated by the students, but Saeed gave them a short break
before he starts his bit of teaching. I think this action showed the
students our conflict which wasn’t supposed to happen in front
of the students. Anyhow, in order to avoid this conflict next
time, we have to agree, all of us, as a group, to gather all the
breaks’ time to give our students a one-long-break after the
second lesson. This must be agreed by the members of the group
and it should be written in the lesson plan so no one would
change it while teaching. Also it must be announced at the
beginning of the next lesson.
More detailed lesson plan
Our lesson plan wasn’t that good. It missed much information
which was supposed to be included. For example: Mosaabeh’s
lesson outline, Mosabeh’s elicitation and Saif’s vocabulary
exercise activity. These things were supposed to be planed
before the lesson day. They were supposed to be written in our
lesson plan. I think we need as a group to spend more time
together checking what each one is going to do in his stage.
Also we need to rehearse our lesson so we will be able to correct
our stages’ procedures. In simple words, we need to plan the
lessons as a real team.
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Introduce students’ centred activities.
In this lesson our activities were not students centred. This
reflected negatively on the students’ enthusiasm. Although the
students participated in Mosabah’s stage by answering his
questions, there was no students’ centred activity to make the
students more active during his presentation. Also in my stage
where they had to fill the gaps while I was presenting the lesson
using the PowerPoint presentation, they were only receiving the
information which was delivered to them. I think, Saeed’s stage
was the most students’ centred during this lesson where the
students had to gather in groups to read and look for answers to
the tasks which were given to them. Students’ centred activities
are so important to make a good learning atmosphere in the
classroom. Students need to learn independently of their teacher.
Although our students are used to teacher centred learning style,
I need to train my students by organising more student centred
activities. I will make sure that I will encourage my students to
actively participate in their own learning process. In my future
lessons I’m going to use students’ centred activities for my
students’ benefits.
Challenging the students
The material we used was too easy. The students didn’t hesitate
at all to answer any of our questions. This happened because our
material had been taught before to the students which made our
lesson unchallenging. This incident can be overstep by checking
the subjects the students learned with their instructors and select
completely new material that they will learn for the first time.
This will make our lessons challenging lessons.

My bit of the lesson
I started my stage by handing out a copy of the PowerPoint
slides, with gaps to be filled, to each one of the students. I asked
the students to fill the gaps during my presentation. This was
done because students needed an activity to do while the teacher
was presenting to them. There were two incidents during my
stage which were:
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A hesitation at the beginning of my bit
This hesitation was because I realized that the students had
learned the subject before and I planed my lesson to present a
new material not to practice old information. This hesitation
disappeared as I went through the stage because I realized that
the activity that saved me was the filling the gaps while
presenting. The activity drew the students’ attention into my
presentation so they would be able to copy the information
needed to fill the gaps.
Asking the students for the meaning of some words
During my stage I came across this sentence “Lookouts can
confirm or deny doubtful radar contacts.” I thought “confirm
and deny” needed some clarification, so I stopped for a while to
check the students’ understanding of these terms. I asked one of
the students to explain the meaning of them. Although he
seemed to understand the meaning of these words, he couldn’t
give clear clarification to the words’ meaning. It was going to be
better and easier if I asked him to paraphrase the whole sentence
in order to clarify the meaning of these two words.
Conclusion
In conclusion, there were some obvious mistakes in this lesson.
Most of these incidents were generated because of the group
lack of the team spirit. The only way to avoid these incidents in
my future lessons is to work as a real group member and
encourage my colleagues to do the same. This will happen only
if we spend more time together and try to truly help each other
as much as we can.
About my own incidents, in order not to be hesitating in the
future I will make sure to know the students’ knowledge of the
subjects which will be taught. This will give me the opportunity
to plan activities which will suit them. Also I will let my
students paraphrase the sentence if the words I need to explain is
difficult to be explained on its own.
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Lesson Plan
Class: SUB LIEUTENANT COURSE
SUBJECT: OPERATION AIO

Length of class: 160 minutes

Group: 1

Main aim: Students will learn the duties of officer of the watch, writing reports, meaning of words used in the sighting table.
Timing

20 minutes
Salim

20 minutes
Salim

40 minutes
Mossabah

Stage/Procedure
Whole class discussion :
- T will ask SS questions about AIO; the questions are:
1. What is the relationship between the AIO team and the safety of the ship?
2. Name one of AIO officers.
3. Name one of the tools on the bridge used by the OOW to avoid collision.
4. Name one type of radar used onboard the UAE ships.
5. What are the duties of the officer of the watch?
Scenario:
- T will divide SS into 4 groups and each group will be given a scenario.
- Scenarios are:
1. Ship entering fog.
2. Ship entering Zayed Port.
3. Ship entering heavy storm.
4. Ship doing replenishment at sea.
- T will start whole class feedback discussion about their answers.
Reading task:
- T will hand out a report – type reading task.
- T will present using PP slides the types of reports used in the navy.
- T will ask SS in general about their knowledge of the naval reports.
- T will give SS a matching exercise and questions.
- T will check SS understanding of the subject taught.

Interaction

Aim/Rationale

T – SS

SS will learn the duties of the
officer of the watch.

SS – T

- SS will utilise the
information learned in the
previous stage.
- T will correct SS wrong
answers.

T – SS

- Students will learn specific
words used in writing reports.

40 minutes
Khaled

40 minutes
Saeed

Word meanings using Internet Dictionary:
- T will give the students the URL (www. Dictionary.com) of the dictionary and
briefly explain how they will use it by using PP slides.
- T will hand out a list of words.
- SS & T will go to the Internet Lap.
- SS will check the meaning of the words using the Internet dictionary in pairs.
- SS will check their answers by grouping them in groups of fours.
Cards game Stage:
- T staples on papers in the class wall.
- T divides Ss into four groups (1,2,3,4)
- T gives SS clear instructions about what they are going to.
- T gives Ss time to answer.
- T tells Ss to open their course book in chapters 5, 6 and 7 to check out their answers.

T – SS

S–S

- SS will learn the meaning of
the words which are used in
the Sighting Table.

SS – SS

SS – SS

- To give Ss a wide feedback
about what they have learn.

SIGHTING TABLE
AA

AUXILURY

AB

Depot Ship/ Tender

AC

Convoy

AD

Dry dock (Floating)

AE

Ammunition Ship

AF

Store Ship

AG

Miscellaneous Auxiliary

AH

Hospital Ship

AK

Cargo Ship

AL

Merchant Ship Large

AM

Merchant Ship

AN

Cable or Net Laying Ship

AO

Oil Tanker

AP

Personnel Transport

AQ

Armed Merchant Cruiser/ Raider

AR

Repair Ship

AS

Surveying ship

AT

Ocean Tug

AU

Fishing Vessel, Trawler, Junk

AW

Ice breaker

AY

Hydrographic /Oceanographic

BB

Battle ship

CC

Cruiser

Vessel
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CA

Heavy Cruiser

CG

Guided Missile Cruiser

CS

Small Cruiser

LL

Assault vessel

LB

Assault vessel, Beaching

LC

Assault Craft

LG

Assault Craft Gun Equipped

LM

Assault Craft, Missile Craft

LO

Assault Ship, Non beaching

LP

Assault Ship Personnel

LR

Assault Ship, Rocket Firing

LT

Assault Ship, Tank

LV

Assault Vehicle

MM

Mine Countermeasures Vessel

MC

Mine sweeper, Coastal

MF

Minesweeper Fast

MH

Mine hunter

MI

Minesweeper, Inshore

ML

Minelayer

MO

Minesweeper, Ocean

MS

Minesweeper, Small
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Khaled A. Majid
EDPT 3150 – Teaching Practicum
Reflection Task for Teaching Practice
Teacher
Students
Date & Time
Subject & Topics

: Group 1
: 28
: 2/3/2005 09:05 – 12:25
: AIO; Officer of the Watch Duties,
Writing Reports & Sighting Table

Overall
My colleagues and I had to present 4 lessons at the Navy school.
The lessons’ main aims were students will learn 3 things which
are:
• The Officer of the Watch Duties
• Writing reports
• Meaning of words used in the Sighting Table
At the beginning of our lesson, Salem started a whole class
discussion followed by a scenario. Then Mossabah started his
stage which was a reading task followed by a matching exercise.
Then it was my stage which was searching words’ meanings
using an Internet dictionary. Saeed ended our lesson by giving
the students a card-game to check how much our students
learned from the lesson.
Group’s actions from the last lesson:
Prepare more material / content to be taught
This aspect was solved in this teaching because we increased the
amount of material and content which was to be taught in the
lesson. This reflected positively on the timing action which is
below.
Timing – more time for each teacher
As we had more material to teach in the lesson, each teacher
taught for longer. We made sure that the time was divided
equally among the group members. This made each one of us
teach for 40 minutes.
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Sort out breaks – announce at the beginning of the lesson
The breaks issue was solved in this lesson simply by following
the naval school timetable.
More detailed lesson plan
We spent, as a group, more time planning our lesson and we
discussed our stages among ourselves which made it easy to
have a detailed lesson plan. (A copy is attached)
Introduce student-centred activities
This was my best part in this lesson where I really introduced
student-centred activities. This will be explained under “my bit
of the lesson” header.
Challenging the students
This was also achieved in this lesson for two reasons. The first
reason is the material which we selected wasn’t introduced to
the students before. The second reason is introducing the
student-centred activities. Because of these two reasons, this
lesson challenged the students much more than the last lesson.
My personal actions from the last lesson:
Asking the students for the meaning of some words
This action was carried out in this lesson because I gave the
students a chance to check the meaning in the Internet dictionary
which gave them the opportunity to read example sentences
where the words were used. The students also had the freedom
to ask their colleagues for the meaning if they couldn’t
understand it from the dictionary.
A hesitation at the beginning of my bit
As I said in my last reflection this hesitation was because of the
lack of preparation as a group and myself. This was overcome in
this lesson by giving more time to prepare my lesson in the way
it used to be last semester.
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My bit of the lesson
While planning this stage I considered the factors above so I
decided to run a lesson which would cover these elements. In
this lesson I started by using PC screens captured pictures (A
copy is attached) using the smart-board to show the students
what they had to do when they were in the Internet lab. I also
showed the students the way they could login to the URL which
was written on the white-board and the students were asked to
write it down. On the same screen captured shots, I showed the
students how the search would be carried out. Then we went out
of the classroom heading to the Internet lab which was booked
in advance and I reconfirmed it 15 minutes before my lesson
started. Sadly, the lab was locked when we reached there, so I
had to let the students stand in the corridor for a while until I
found the key, which took almost 5 minutes. In these 5 minutes
Nadeem suggested cancelling this lesson. This suggestion
wasn’t acceptable at all to me. We couldn’t find the key
anywhere so I asked Nadeem to contact Colonel Khaled to solve
this problem. It was sorted and we had access to the Internet lab.
The students started working in 2s and 3s which was controlled
by the number of computers in the lab.
Back to the Internet lab, the students had a list of 43 naval terms
(A copy is attached) which are needed in the ‘Sighting Table.’ I
asked the students to go through the terms and search for the
meanings of the words which they were not sure about. I was
monitoring the students while working and I didn’t interfere
except when it was needed. The students had 35 minutes
searching for the meanings. At the end of my bit, I checked how
many meanings they got and the number was between 18 and
25. I informed the students that the Internet lab was open for
them at any time they needed to check any information because
most of them didn’t know that this lab existed in the Navy
School.
In this lesson I ran a completely student-centred activity. I
enjoyed playing different roles in this lesson which were:
• Instructions designer
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• Silent partner
• Group work coordinator
• Advisor
• Monitor
• Environment to explore experiences provider
• Simplifier
• Supporter
• Collaborator
• Facilitator
These roles were carried out in my lesson which made it clear to
me what real teaching must be and how our teaching can be
made interesting for us as teachers and for our students.
Good & Strong elements
Clear instructions
The clear instructions were at the beginning of the lesson where
the students saw the screens captures and listened to my
instructions. These instructions were important because students
needed to know what they were going to do during the lesson as
well as the way they were supposed to do it.
Changing Place
Changing the place was a good element because it created a
good learning atmosphere for the students. This action
motivated the students and encouraged them to do the task in the
way it should be done.
Monitoring
I think monitoring the students while doing their task was an
important aspect, especially because they were using a new
learning tool ‘The Internet.’ That is why I paid attention to what
they were doing and how they were doing it.
Using student-centred activity
This element was achieved in my lesson because I gave the
students the opportunity to decide which words they needed to
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know from the list. Also it gave the students a chance to work
and learn independently.
Using the internet
It was the first time for some of the students to work with the
Internet. The students knew where the Internet lab was and they
understood that they had the right to access the net at any time
they needed to search for information or just to explore the
World Wide Web.
Incidents which occurred while teaching
Although the lesson ran in the way I planned, there were some
incidents which happened during my teaching. These incidents
didn’t affect the lesson’s overall picture, but it would be better
for me to learn from this lesson to build better lessons in the
future. The following are the incidents which occurred in my
lesson:
Task time wasn’t enough & words were too many
I couldn’t give the students more than 35 minutes to do the task
because I was controlled by my part of the lesson which is 40
minutes. I really didn’t ask them to find the meaning of all terms
in the list because some of the terms were easy. I asked the
students to check the meanings of the terms they didn’t know.
My main aim in this lesson was that students would know how
to get to the Internet dictionary and they would practise
searching the meaning of some words so they would be able to
use this dictionary by themselves in their free time. I mentioned
to the students by the end of my bit that they can come and use
the dictionary at any time they want.
The delay in entering the Internet lab
This incident was obvious, but it was out of my control. I
booked the lab two days before my teaching day. I also checked
it at 9:00 AM and 10:45 AM on Wednesday. The only thing I
can think to avoid this incident in the future is to go to the lab
directly in the morning and stay there until the students arrive.
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The best part of it was that Colonel Khaled knew about the
situation and I hope he is going to do something about it.
Action for next lessons
Check students are able to use the Internet
In this lesson I had my students work in 2s and 3s which didn’t
give the students the opportunity to practise using the net
individually.
In my future lessons I’m going to overcome this element by
asking the students to change the roles among themselves so the
one using the mouse or keyboard for searching, will change
roles with the one who is doing the hand writing through the
task. This action will give the students the opportunity to do the
task and to experiment the Internet evenly.
Conclusion
In conclusion, some obvious mistakes occurred in this lesson.
The mistakes are mistakes if we don’t learn from them and that
is why I will avoid the same mistakes in my future lessons. The
only way to avoid these incidents in my future lessons is to work
hard and to prepare good material which will go well with my
students’ styles of learning. I realized in this lesson that students
really enjoyed the student-centred activity. I concluded that this
type of activity creates a good learning environment which
certainly reflects on the students learning and enthusiasm. This
will support me to create more challenging and student-centred
activities for my students’ benefit.
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Lesson Plan
Class: SUB LIEUTENANT COURSE
SUBJECT: OPERATION AIO

Length of class: 160 minutes

Group: 1

Main aim: Students will learn the duties of the officer of the AIO team.
Timing
5 minutes
Saif

10 minutes
Saif

25 minutes
Saif

40 minutes
Saeed

40 minutes
Mosabbeh

Stage/Procedure
Introduction :
1. T will introduce the contents of the whole lesson which the teachers will cover in the
class.
Reading task:
- T will divide the class into two groups.
- Group one will read about PWO duties and group two will read about AAWO duties.

Interaction

Aim/Rationale

T – SS

SS will know the topic which
they are going to learn in this
period.

T – SS
SS – SS

Gap -fill exercise:
- T will hand out a file gapes questions.
- Every group will speak out their answers.
- T will start whole class feedback discussion about their answers by using PP Slides.

Reading exercise:
- T divides Ss in three groups.
- T gives each group a closed envelope.
- T chooses a group leader.
- T asks every group leader to read and prepare an explanation about what his group
understands from their reading.
- Each group explains their point in front of the class room.
- T elicits information from class after their colleagues’ explanation, as a feedback.
Reading task:
- T divides the class into five groups.
- T gives the students handouts about the duties of the operation room Supervisor

- SS will get some information
about the PWO and AAWO
duties.
-

T – SS
SS -T
-

SS

SS will learn the duties
of the PWO and the
AAWO.
T will make sure SS
have learned the PWO
and AAWO duties.

- Ss will be able to understand
the duties of the SWO and the
SSWO
duties
&
responsibilities.

- SS will be able to learn the
important duties of the ORS,
SPS, and SPR.

-

10 minutes
Salem R

(ORS), SPS, SPR and SPC.
T gives presentation by pp slides.
T asks the students general questions about their knowledge of the duties of ORS.
T gives the students questions as feedback.

Group work:
- T will show the state board definition using the power point.
- SS will be divided into four groups and each group will be given a worksheet.
- SS will be asked to draw the shape of the state board in a tabular form and write all the
information required on it.

T – SS

T- SS

-

SS-SS

-

20 minutes
Salem R

10minutes
Salem R

Whole class discussion:
- T will start the discussion by asking SS about the answers they got.
- T will ask SS questions about the topic and the questions are:
1. What type of information should be displayed on the state board?
2. Where can we find the state board?
3. What are the types of state board?
Group work:
- SS will be given time to complete the activity given to them in the first stage.

SS- T
T-SS

SS will be given the
chance to construct
their
own
understanding of the
state board from the
definition.
Eliciting how much SS
know about the state
board.

- SS will learn the purpose of
the state board.

T – SS

S–S
SS – SS

- SS will learn the meaning of
the words which are used in
the Sighting Table.

Khaled Majid
EDPT 3150 – Teaching Practicum
Observer Report
Teacher
Students
Date & Time
Subject & Topics

: Group 1
: 28
: 9/3/2005
011:05 – 12:25
: AIO; AIO team officers’ Duties

Overall
1. My task
I had to observe my colleagues’ teaching at the Navy School.
They had to present 4 lessons. The lessons’ main aim was
students would learn the AIO team officers’ duties.
2. The lesson plan
While I was checking the lesson plan I realized two things.
The first thing I realized was the lesson plan which showed nongroup work. It showed four different bits of lessons. It was clear
that the lesson plan wasn’t written as a whole group plan. This
was because the tenses used in the lesson plan varied in the
stages & procedure. For example:
T will introduce the contents of the lesson……
T gives each group a close envelope…….
SS will be given some words on a piece of paper……
This variety of tense indicates that each member of the group
wrote his lesson plan by himself to be collected at the end into
one document.
The second thing, the lesson plans’ aims weren’t detailed
enough. Some of the procedures in the lesson plan were without
an aim. That’s why it is important to draw the group members’
attention to the lesson plan’s aims.
3. Teaching
At the beginning of the lesson, Saif started his 40-minute part of
the lesson by introducing the lessons’ contents. Then he divided
the students into two groups. The first group task was to read
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about PWO and the second group to read about AAWO. This
stage was followed by a gap-fill exercise. In the second 40minute part of the lesson, Saeed gave the students a situation
performance where each group had to perform in front of their
colleagues to explain the duties and responsibilities of SWO and
SSWO. In the next stage, Mossabeh gave a reading task to his
students. Then he went through the duties of ORS, SPS and SPR
using PowerPoint slides. At the end of his part, he gave the
students a question-handout. Salem started his bit at the end of
the lesson by dividing the students into four groups. He then
asked each group to draw a ‘state board form’ and to write all
information required on it. The students were asked to explain
what they had written in front of their colleagues. Salem only
taught for 25 minutes because he omitted two stages from the
lesson plan.
¾

Saif

General Comments
Saif taught the first 40-minute part of the lesson. He used a
reading activity. It was a pity that he didn’t give the students a
reason for their reading. He also gave them a gap fill exercise
which didn’t challenge the students at all. I believe Saif needs to
concentrate more on his activities and exercises and think what
his students would learn or earn by doing them.
Things which went well
1. Clear lesson’s content description
This was when Saif used the PowerPoint to describe the
lessons’ content and who would teach what. This helped
the students to create a general idea of the lesson’s content
as well as the stages they were going to go through.
2.

Echo the correct answers
Saif echoed the correct contributions which made the
students realize the correct answers.
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3.

Students’ contribution & involvement
There were a good number of contributions during Saif’s
part. He involved most of the students and gave an even
chance to each student to contribute.

Things which didn’t go well
1. Students were reading for no purpose
Saif asked the students to read ‘page 53’ in their course
book, but he didn’t give the student a reading task for this
reading, which reflected negatively on the students’
enthusiasm. Most of the students started reading only
because they were asked to.
2.

The task didn’t challenge the students
The gap fill task didn’t challenge the students at all.
Students copied the answers directly from the course book
to the task sheet.

3.

Instructions
Saif handed out the gap fill task before giving his
instructions to the students which reflected on the students’
attention. Later, when he realized that, he started asking
them to close their books and face down the task sheet and
this took a long time because the students were busy with
the handouts which were given to them. When Saif
managed to give his instructions, he checked the students’
understanding by repeating the word “clear” so many
times. Instead of that, he could have asked one of the
students to repeat what they had to do.

Actions for next time
1. Work on the lesson plan Aims
2. Giving Instructions before the task
3. Giving the students a task/reason for reading
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¾
Saeed
General Comments
Saeed taught the second 40-minute part of the lesson. He used a
new approach to divide the students into three groups. After
that, he gave each group an envelope which contained a
scenario. Then the students were asked to perform in front of
their colleagues what they had in these envelopes.
Things which went well
1. Grouping the students
He used Dollar, Pound and Dirham to group his students
which increased the students’ enthusiasms.
2.

Revising the part was taught after the interruption
Saeed’s part was interrupted by an officer who entered the
classroom and checked the smart-board with two other
persons. Saeed waited until they finished their work. When
they went out of the classroom, he revised what he had
taught in a briefly way. By this action, Saeed could redraw
the students’ attention to his lesson again.

3.

Using student-centered activity
Saeed’s activity was a scenario which was to be performed
by the students. The students showed their interest in this
type of learning method, which certainly helped their
learning process.

Things which didn’t go well
1. Audience’s participation
Some of the students avoided the participation in Saeed’s
part, during the group discussion as well as the
performance. I think the best solution is to pay more
attention to the students while they work and try to involve
them in the lesson as much as possible.
Actions for next time
1. Work on the lesson plan Aims
2. Getting Audience to participate
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¾

Mossabeh

General Comment
Mossabeh started his bit after the break by dividing the students
into five groups. Then, he handed out a reading task sheet and
asked the students to read it. After that, he presented the duties
of ORS using PowerPoint slides. At the end of his stage, he
handed out a question sheet and asked his students to answer the
questions.
Things which went well
1. Check Students’ understanding
This was when Mossabeh checked
understanding of PWO & GOP.
2.

the

students’

Praising the students
Mossabeh praised the students when they gave correct
answers by saying to them, “Very good.”

Things which didn’t go well
1. Instructions
Mossabeh didn’t pay much attention to his instructions
during his bit of the lesson. He gave his instructions after
handing out the material. This made it hard later to attract
their attention because they were busy checking the
handouts.
2.

No purpose for reading
Mossabeh didn’t inform his students why they were
reading the text. He handed the students the reading text
and the only thing he did was ask them to read. The
students didn’t have any reasons for this reading.

Actions for next time
1. Work on the lesson plan Aims
2. Giving Instructions before the task
3. Giving the students a purpose for reading
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¾

Salem Rashid

General Comment
Salem taught for the last 25-minute part of the lesson. He used
the state table which exists in the classroom to explain its
meaning. Then he divided the students into four groups and
asked each group to draw a state table. Each group was asked to
draw a different state table according to the task giving to them.
He asked 2 students from each group to come to the front and
explain what they had drawn. It was a pity that Salem didn’t
continue his stage, which was a whole class discussion and a
group work, where the students would learn the Sighting table.
Things which went well
1. Simulations
It was a good idea when Salem used the state table in the
classroom to clarify the purposes of it.
2.

Checking instructions understanding
This was when Salem asked the students to draw the state
table. He checked that his students understood the
instructions by asking one of them to repeat what they
were going to do.

Things which didn’t went well
1. Whiteboard markers
A minor incident occurred in Salem’s bit which was the
whiteboard marker. He used the marker which didn’t write
at all on the whiteboard and the strangest thing was that he
kept using it for a while.
2.

Cutting short his bit of teaching
Salem had three stages in the lesson plan, but he only
covered one stage, which was the group work. This made
his bit of teaching shorter than his colleagues by 15
minutes. His decision was to end the lesson at that time
which I think wasn’t appropriate because he could use any
short activity to cover the remaining time.
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3.

Audience’s participation
While each group sent two members in front of the class to
explain the state board they drew, the rest of the group and
the other groups’ members didn’t have any thing to do
except listening. It would be more enthusiastic if the
audience participated in this stage.

Actions for next time
1. Work on the lesson plan Aims
2. Getting Audience to participate
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16/3/2005
Lesson Plan
Class: SUB LIEUTENANT COURSE
SUBJECT: OPERATION / Radar

Length of class: 160 minutes

Group: 1

Main aim: Students will learn the Functions, principles, components and terms of radar.
Timing
Stage/Procedure
Introduction :
1. T will introduce the contents of the whole lesson which the teachers will cover in the
5 minutes
class.
Saif
2. T will ask the SS to form into four groups.

35minutes
all teachers

40 minutes

Groups discussion:
- Each teacher will sit with one group and they will discuss one of the following
topics:
1. Wave motion terms which will be discussed by Saif and Mosabih.
2. Function of the radar which will be discussed by Khalid.
3. Principles of the radar which will be discussed by Saeed.
A – Eliciting the information from the SS.
B – Give the SS pictures which related to the topic.
C – Give the SS handout.
D – Give them a feed back.
E – Make sure that the SS are ready to present the topic to their classmate.
Students in teachers role:
- Each group will come to the front of the classroom to explain what they have
understood from their teachers.
- SS will have an opportunity to ask their colleagues after their explanation of each
topic.
- T will not interfere except if correction is needed.

B
35 minutes

R

E

A

K

T

I

M

Interaction

T – SS

Aim/Rationale
- SS will know the topic which
they are going to learn in this
period.
- SS will be prepared for group
work.

T – SS
SS - T
- Each SS will learn about one
topic which is taught by each
group’s instructors.

SS – SS

E

-

SS will share their
knowledge which they
learned in the previous
stage
with
their
colleagues.

16/3/2005

20 minutes
Khaled

40 minutes
Mossabeh
&
Saeed

20 minutes
Saif

Paragraphs ’ headings matching exercise :
- SS will remain in the same groups.
- T will give each group an envelope which contains paragraphs, headings and a
diagram.
- SS will match the headings with the paragraphs.
- T will ask the SS to reorder the paragraphs according to the diagram.
Finalizing the previous stage:
- SS will check their answers by moving them among the groups.
- T will check the SS work and will wind down the activity.
- T will elicit what they learned from the task.
- T will cover the functions of the radar’s components, if needed.
Next lesson preparation:
- T will discuss with the whole class what they felt about the teaching method.
- T will discuss next week’s material.

T - SS
S-S

SS
T – SS

T – SS

- SS will learn the radars’
components and their correct
sequence.

- SS will check their work
- SS will learn the functions of
the radar’s components

- T will check SS impression
about the style of learning
which we used in this lesson
and plan the coming lesson
with them.

FUNCTION OF RADAR

FUNCTION OF RADAR

• Detecting targets.
• Localizing targets.
• Determining certain parameters of targets.

Human Eye ÍÎ Radar
• Radar has great range.
• Darkness, mist and rain represent radar
with no or less difficulties.
• Radar is able to measure parameters.
• Radar is able to determine shape and
details for less accurately.

COMPONENT OF RADAR

ANTENNA

TRANSMIT / RECEIVE (T/R) SWITCH

TRANSMITTER

RECEIVER

OSCILLATOR

INDICATOR

MODULATOR

TRIGGER UNIT

POWER SUPPLY

POWER SUPPLY
Provides or convert ship's source as to the level as
required by the radar system.
TRIGGER UNIT
Provides or convert the power supply into a series of
short sharp pulses at the P.R.F which are used to release. The
energy stored in the modulator. The trigger unit will also
supply three early sync pulses to the:
(1) IFF
(2) T/R Switch
(3) Swept Gain
MODULATOR (  ﻣﻐﻴﻴﺮ اﻟﺘﺮددات/)ﻣﺤﻮل
Stores energy in the interval between pulses and then
releases this energy in the form of a High Tension Direct
Current (H.T.D.C) of the correct power and pulse length to the
oscillator. The modulator will also provide a sync pulse to the
display to activate the ranging circuits (Time Base Unit).
OSCILLATOR ()اﻟﻤُﺬﺑﺬِب
Bursts into the required radio frequency on receiving the
HTDC pulse from the modulator.
FUNCTION OF THE OSCILLATOR ()وﻇﺎﺋﻒ اﻟﻤُﺬﺑﺬِب

Generates radio - frequency electromagnetic energy in the
form of short powerful pulses as a result of being turned ON
and OFF by the (HTDC) pulses from the modulator.
TRANSMITTER ()ﺟﻬﺎز اﻻرﺳﺎل
The transmitter generates the radio frequency energy in
the form of short power full pulses. The transmitter is required
to supply pulses of radio frequency oscillations to the aerial,
the duration the each pulse lasting a definite period (pulse
length) and the pulses occurring at regular intervals of time
pulse repetition frequency.
TRANSMIT / RECEIVE (T/R) SWITCH
()ﻣﻔﺘﺎح اﻹرﺳﺎل و اﻹﺳﺘﻘﺒﺎل
The transmit - receive switch is an electronic device that
allows a radar to use a single antenna for transmitting and
receiving. During transmission, the switch connects the
transmitter to the antenna, and disconnects the receiver. At the
time of reception rapidly disconnects the transmitter and
connect the receiver to the antenna immediately.
ANTENNA ()اﻟﻬﻮاﺋﻲ
The antenna system takes the radio frequency from the
transmitter and radiates it in a highly directional beam. It also
receives any returning echoes, and passes them to the receiver.
RECEIVER ()اﻟﻤﺴﺘﻘﺒﻞ

The receiver amplifies the week returning echoes, and
produces them as video pulses to be applied to the indicator.

INDICATOR ()اﻟﺪﻟﻴﻞ

The indicator produces a visual trace of the area being
searched by the radar and accurately displays the returning
video echo on the trace.

Khaled A. Majid
EDPT 3150 – Teaching Practicum
Reflection Task for Teaching Practice
Teacher
Students
Date & Time
Subject & Topics

: Group 1
: 28
: 16/3/2005
09:05 – 12:25
: RADAR; function, principles,
components and terms of radars.

Overall
My colleagues and I had to present 4 lessons at the Navy school.
The lessons’ main aims were students would learn function,
principles, components and terms of radars.
At the beginning of the lesson, Saif started by introducing the
lessons’ contents. Then he divided the students into four groups.
Each one of us, teachers, joined one group. In this stage the task
was to inform the students that they were going to teach a
specific part of the subject to their classmates. This stage lasted
for 35 minutes. After that, it was ‘students in teacher role’ stage
where the students stood up and explained to their colleagues
what they learned in the previous stage. This stage was followed
by a 30-minute break.
After the break, I started my bit by giving the students a
paragraphs/headings matching exercise. Then, I asked the
students to reorder the paragraphs according to the diagram
which was given to them. Mossabeh checked the students’ work
and finished the exercise. Then Saeed started eliciting what the
students had learned in the previous exercise and explained the
fuzzy elements. Saif started a whole class discussion by the end
of the lesson to check what the students’ impression was about
the activities which were carried out during the lesson.
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My bit of the lesson
There were two parts where I participated in this lesson:
The first part was when I joined one of the four groups. In this
stage my duties were to guide the students to learn about the
function of radars and to make sure that they were capable of
standing in front of their colleagues to present their part of the
subject. I joined the students’ group as one more member in the
group. Then, I clarified what they were going to do in the
following stage. The students complained that it was the first
time to be exposed to this subject and they wouldn’t be able to
present it in the way it should be. My reply to them was not to
worry and I started eliciting their information about the subject.
After that, I showed them the PowerPoint printouts. The
students had a look at the printouts. I asked them to explain the
points which were in the slides and avoid reading them out loud
from the slides. Then, the students had the permission to open
the course book so they would know the information which they
were going to explain. Before they read, I corrected some
spelling and grammar mistakes in the course book. The students
had the opportunity to decide who was going to teach what.
They re-grouped themselves in small groups according to the
subject content. After this part, I asked each one to write down
what he was going to say in his bit. We planned the way we
were going to introduce our subject and how the roles were
going to be swapped among the students.
The second part was when I ran a paragraph-heading matching
exercise. In this phase, I asked the students to match the
paragraphs to their headings and then reorder them according to
the diagram. Some of the students were willing to use their
course book to check their work, but I challenged them when I
asked them to do it without opening their course book. In this
stage I changed over with Mossabeh who continued the task
with the students.
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Good & Strong elements (by the observer)
There were so many good & strong elements which were
pointed out by the observer. These elements are listed below and
described briefly:
Visuals & PowerPoint slides
Using coloured relative visuals helped the students to
understand the subject which they were going to present to their
colleagues. The PowerPoint also helped the students to present
their part in the correct sequence.
Using the questioning technique
I used this technique which was a helpful method to guide the
students to the knowledge which I needed them to be familiar
with. The students could know a lot of information about the
subject before opening the course book.
Let the students rehearse their presentation
The students were more comfortable when they were in front of
their colleagues to present their part of the lesson because they
had the opportunity to rehearse their bit in their group. I also
corrected some of their mistakes in this rehearsal. This part was
suggested by Hedley and it really enabled me to build my
students’ self-trust.
Let the students use elicitation to present the material &
Audience participation
This was while my students were presenting their bit of the
lesson. I guided my students to start their presentation by
eliciting the information from their colleagues. This reflected
positively to the audience participation because of the
elicitation. This elicitation created an enthusiastic atmosphere
among the students.
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Action for next lessons (by the observer)
Although the lesson was excellent, there were some incidents
which happened during my teaching. These incidents didn’t
affect the lesson’s overall picture, but it would be better for me
to learn from this lesson to build better lessons in the future. The
following are the incidents which were pointed out by the
observer:
Use of Arabic
This happened when each teacher was working with one group.
Although my group’s English was good, I didn’t realize that
they were talking in Arabic most of the time. This could have
happened because it was easier for them to communicate in their
mother tongue. The worst part was when I joined their
conversation using Arabic unconsciously.
In my future lesson I won’t let myself be carried along with
students’ conversation in Arabic. I will motivate my students to
use English only during the lesson time which will help me to
maintain the English language. Even when I’m working with
small groups like in this lesson I will keep reminding myself to
use English only.
Timing
My group stood up for 15 minutes instead of 10 to present their
part of the lesson. This affected my colleagues’ groups’ timing.
Next lesson I will ask my students to be more accurate in the
timing so they won’t have an effect on the other stages of the
lesson. This can be done by explaining to the students how
important the stage timing is. It also can be solved by timing the
students while rehearsing their bit.
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23/3/2005
Lesson Plan
Class: SUB LIEUTENANT COURSE
SUBJECT: OPERATION / Radar

Length of class: 160 minutes

Group: 1

Main aim: Students will learn the Functions, principles, components and terms of radar and effect of weather on the EM wave.
Timing
Stage/Procedure
Interaction
Aim/Rationale
Eliciting back ground knowledge:
- Ss will know what they are
- T introduces contents of the lesson using PowerPoint Slides..
T – SS
going to learn in the lesson.
- T divides Ss into three groups.
20 minutes
- T gives each group some questions work and asks them to answers it in 5 minutes.
SS - T
- SS will get some general
Saif
- T asks Ss to pass out their task sheets among the groups.
information about radars.
- T asks Ss to read their answers loudly.
- T corrects Ss answer if need.

20 minutes
Saif

T – SS
Writing Exercise:
- T gives Ss hands out contain headings of radar types and asks them to write about it
from their back ground knowledge’s.
SS – T
- T tells Ss to open their course book and compare their answers with the information
in it.
- T asks Ss to read out their answers.
T - SS
- T explains to the Ss different between primary and secondary radars.

- Ss will learn the different
between
primary
and
secondary radars.

Paragraph heading matching exercise :
T – SS
20 minutes
Saeed Ali

-

T tells Ss about this week lessons.
T sticks headings around the class room.
T hands Ss handouts contain paragraphs without headings.
T tells Ss to go around the classroom and fits their paragraph with headings on the
wall.
T gives Ss an answer sheets as a feedback.

SS – T

- Ss will be able to know
internal factors of affecting
maximum detection rang.
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20 minutes
Saeed Ali

T – SS

Math problems solving:
- T chooses some important heading need a math exercises to cover it with Ss.
- T explains the math problems to Ss with examples.
- T gives Ss some problems and asks them to answers it.
- T reviews Ss answers with some of them in front of class.

B

R

E

A

K

T

SS – T

I

M

- Ss will be able to solve math
problems in internal factors.

E

35 minutes

40 minutes
Khaled

30 minutes
Salim.R

Internet Reading Task:
- T takes SS to the Internet lab.
- T divides SS into 2s & 3s according to the computers available.
- T gives the SS the instructions about how they have to do the task.
- T handouts questions sheets to the SS
- SS follow the instructions in the tasks to start the Internet readings.
- The task guides the SS to specific reading about the Radars’ basic information.
- SS answer the questions while reading.
- T asks the students to change their roles.
- SS check their answers.
- T collects the task sheet from the students.
Group discussion:
- T will divide the class into four groups.
- T will give SS 5 minutes to discuss about the effect of weather on EM wave.
- T will ask from each student to say one effect of the weather on EM wave.
- T will give each group a topic to discuss about and the topics which will be given to
the groups are:
• Effect of temperature of the atmosphere on EM wave.
• Effect of the water vapour on the EM wave.
• Effect of rain on EM wave.
• Effect of height on EM wave.

S–S

SS- SS
SS- T
SS-SS

- SS will learn and check their
knowledge about the radars’
basic information.

- Brain storming
-SS will learn how the weather
and other factors effect the EM
wave propagation.
- keeping the activity students’
centred.
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Khaled A. Majid
EDPT 3150 – Teaching Practicum
Reflection Task for Teaching Practice
Teacher
Students
Date & Time
Subject & Topics

: Group 1
: 28
: 23/3/2005
09:05 – 12:25
: RADAR; function, detection range and
weather affection on radars.

Overall
My colleagues and I had to present 4 lessons at the Navy school.
The lessons’ main aims were students would learn function,
detection range and weather effects on radars.
At the beginning of the lesson, Saif started by introducing the
lessons’ contents. Then he divided the students into three
groups. Each group had a question sheet to be answered in five
minutes. The students shared their answers by changing the
answers sheet among the groups. After that, the students started
reading their answers out loud. In the next step, Saif asked his
students to open their course book and to read about the
differences between the primary and secondary radars. Saeed
started the next stage where he used headings / paragraphs
matching exercise. In this activity the students moved around
the classroom to match the paragraphs they had with the
headings which were on the walls. The students had a 30-minute
break and then I started my bit by taking the students to the
Internet lab. After my stage, Salem started his bit by starting a
class discussion and then he asked the students to be in front of
their colleagues to explain what they had learned during the
discussion.
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My bit of the lesson
After the 30-minute break my bit of the lesson started. I
established the lesson in the classroom by explaining to the
students what they were going to do in the Internet lab. I
demonstrated the digital exercise to the students which they
were going to use in the following step of my lesson. In the
Internet lab, the students worked in 2s and 3s to explore the
Internet for information they needed to answer the tasks which
were given to them.
Actions from last lesson
Use of English
In this lesson I made sure I used English during the whole
lesson. Good use of English was reflected by the observer
during the lesson feedback. This is because I paid attention to
the students’ conversations and kept in mind that all my answers
should be in English only.
Time Planning
My bit of the lesson was rehearsed in our mini-teaching class at
the college, which gave me the opportunity to check the time
needed for the exercise accurately with the help of our miniteaching observer. During the lesson, it was obvious that the
students managed to finish the exercise within the time given.

Good & Strong elements (by the observer)
There were some good & strong elements which were pointed
out by the observer. These elements are listed below and
described briefly:
Clear instructions
The clear instructions were at the beginning of the lesson where
the students saw the screens’ captures and listened to my
directive instructions. These instructions were important because
students needed to know what they were going to do during the
lesson as well as the way they were supposed to do it. While
giving my instructions I kept in mind the following:
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•
•
•
•
•

Pace the instructions
Grade the language to suit the students’ level
Use simple clear English
Demonstrate the instructions
Check students’ understanding

Excellent switching of roles
In this lesson, I gave each one of the students the opportunity to
practise using the Internet. This was done by asking the students
to change the roles among themselves so the one who was using
the mouse or keyboard for searching, changed roles with the one
who was hand writing. This action gave the students an
opportunity to do the task and experience using the Internet
evenly.
Action for next lessons (by the observer)
Although the lesson was excellent, there was one incident which
happened during my teaching. This incident didn’t affect the
lesson’s overall picture, but it would be better for me to learn
from this lesson to build better lessons in the future. The
following is the incident which was pointed out by the observer:
Windup the stage
In my bit of the lesson I told the students what they were going
to do and how to do it, but I didn’t think about winding down
the activity and connecting my stage to the other stages of the
lesson. The students needed linking connections between the
stages so the students will feel the lesson is running smoothly
and in a logical order.
In my future lessons, I will always connect my stages with my
colleagues’ stages. I will also wind down the activities which
will make the students ready to start a new stage or activity. This
will reflect positively on the students’ comprehension of the
lesson contents.
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Student name:

1. What does RADAR stand for?

2. What is the main function of the radar?

3. When was the first Imaging radar used?

4. How does radar work?

5. What is the wavelength?

6. What are the two main scanning Modes in radars?

7. Can you list three secondary radars?
1. ------------------

2. ------------------

3. ------------------

8. What are the atmospheric factors which affect the Radio transmission? And why
are the microwaves less affected by them?

9. Why we do need the non-imaging radar? Write one use of it.

10. What is the relationship between the size of the target and the scatters?

11. What is the difference between the Active and Passive Imaging Systems? Write a
short answer.

16/3/2005
Lesson Plan
Class: SUB LIEUTENANT COURSE
SUBJECT: Simulators

Length of class: 160 minutes

Group: 1

Main aim: Students will learn the Functions, principles, components and terms of simulators.
Timing
Stage/Procedure
Introduction :
1. T will introduce the contents of the whole lesson which the teachers will cover in the
5 minutes
class.
Saif
2. T will ask the SS to form into four groups.

35minutes
all teachers

40 minutes

Groups discussion:
- Each teacher will sit with one group and they will discuss one of the following
topics:
1. Wave motion terms which will be discussed by Saif and Mosabih.
2. Function of the radar which will be discussed by Khalid.
3. Principles of the radar which will be discussed by Saeed.
A – Eliciting the information from the SS.
B – Give the SS pictures which related to the topic.
C – Give the SS handout.
D – Give them a feed back.
E – Make sure that the SS are ready to present the topic to their classmate.
Students in teachers role:
- Each group will come to the front of the classroom to explain what they have
understood from their teachers.
- SS will have an opportunity to ask their colleagues after their explanation of each
topic.
- T will not interfere except if correction is needed.

B
35 minutes

R

E

A

K

T

I

M

Interaction

T – SS

Aim/Rationale
- SS will know the topic which
they are going to learn in this
period.
- SS will be prepared for group
work.

T – SS
SS - T
- Each SS will learn about one
topic which is taught by each
group’s instructors.

SS – SS

E

-

SS will share their
knowledge which they
learned in the previous
stage
with
their
colleagues.
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20 minutes
Khaled

40 minutes
Mossabeh
&
Saeed

20 minutes
Saif

Paragraphs ’ headings matching exercise :
- SS will remain in the same groups.
- T will give each group an envelope which contains paragraphs, headings and a
diagram.
- SS will match the headings with the paragraphs.
- T will ask the SS to reorder the paragraphs according to the diagram.
Finalizing the previous stage:
- SS will check their answers by moving them among the groups.
- T will check the SS work and will wind down the activity.
- T will elicit what they learned from the task.
- T will cover the functions of the radar’s components, if needed.
Next lesson preparation:
- T will discuss with the whole class what they felt about the teaching method.
- T will discuss next week’s material.

T - SS
S-S

SS
T – SS

T – SS

- SS will learn the radars’
components and their correct
sequence.

- SS will check their work
- SS will learn the functions of
the radar’s components

- T will check SS impression
about the style of learning
which we used in this lesson
and plan the coming lesson
with them.

Khaled A. Majid
EDPT 3150 – Teaching Practicum
Reflection Task for Teaching Practice
Teacher
Students
Date & Time
Subject & Topics

: Group 1
: 28
: 30/3/2005
09:05 – 12:25
: Simulators ASTT & SBS

Overall
My colleagues and I had to present 4 lessons at the Navy school.
The lessons’ main aim was students would learn how to operate
the simulators ASTT (Action Speed Tactical Trainer), the SBS
(Ship Bridge Simulator) and the functions of each.
At the beginning of the lesson, Mossabeh started by introducing
the lessons’ contents. Then he divided the students into four
groups. Each one of us, teachers, joined one group. In my case I
gathered my group to Mossabeh’s because I didn’t have any
knowledge about these two simulators. In these groups, we
discussed the two simulators and we started by eliciting the
information from the students background knowledge. In the
following stage, the students were divided into two groups. The
first group was with Mossabeh and I, in the ASTT group and the
second group with Salem and Saif in the SBS group. We were
supposed to explain how they could operate the simulators, but
unfortunately the SBS system was defective so Salem and Saif
brought their group to join us at the ASTT. Our mission was to
clarify to the students how this system worked and how they
could handle it. This stage lasted for 40 minutes. This stage was
followed by a 30-minute break. After the break, we started the
scenario. We divided the students into 6 groups, where each
group presented a unit in the sea. The students’ task was to use
the radars to track the missiles which were launched to attack
their units from enemy units. The students faced some
difficulties to use the system at the beginning and that’s why we
increased the time from 40 minutes to 60 minutes. This was
followed by a 20-minute feedback where we teachers discussed
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the important incidents which occurred during the previous
stage.
My bit of the lesson
In this lesson I participated in many different ways. I
participated during the groups’ discussion, when I covered the
SBS where I asked the students to write down the important
points which they would use in the following stages. I also
checked the students’ understanding of the ASTT which was
explained by Mossabeh by asking the students some related
questions. During the hands on stage, my role was to check that
students were doing what they were required to do in order to
complete their task and guide the students to the correct actions
which were needed to be done.
Actions from last lesson
Windup the stages
In my bit of the lesson I wound down the group discussion
activity and connected the stages of the lesson by telling the
students what they were going to do in the following stages. The
students needed the stages to be linked which made them feel
that the lesson was running smoothly and in a logical order.
Good & Strong elements (by the observer)
There were some good & strong elements which were pointed
out by the observer. These elements are listed below and
described briefly:
Drew students’ attention
This element happened while we were in the group discussion
about the SBS. Two of the students didn’t pay attention to what
their colleague was going to say. It was good that I realized this
before their colleague started talking so I drew their attention by
telling them to listen to their colleague’s contribution. I also
made it clear to them that they would be asked to paraphrase
what he would say. This direct action had two advantages. The
first one was that I didn’t stop the student while he was talking
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and the second, that the other students had the opportunity to
listen to their colleagues without any interference.
Students’ Involvement
This happened when I checked the students’ understanding of
what Mossabeh explained during the discussion stage. I asked
each student to say one thing that they had learned from
Mossabeh’s explanation. Some of the students were willing to
say more than one thing, but I stopped them to give the others a
better chance to participate and be involved in the lesson. After
each student had the opportunity to participate I asked them all
if anyone would like to add any extra information of what had
been said.
Action for next lessons (by the observer)
There were some incidents which happened during my teaching.
These incidents didn’t affect the lesson’s overall picture, but it
would be better for me to learn from this lesson to build better
lessons in the future. The following is the incident which was
pointed out by the observer:
Keeping most of the explanation to Mossabeh
In this lesson I couldn’t do the explanation because I didn’t
know much about the simulators. I depended on Mossabeh’s
knowledge about the subject because he had attended so many
courses about these simulators. I only participated in the
conversation when I was eliciting and checking the students’
understanding.
In my future lesson I won’t let myself be dependent on someone
else’s knowledge. I will learn more about the material which is
going to be taught. I also can ask my colleagues to teach me the
most important points so I will be able to participate in the
discussion more effectively.
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6/4/2005
Lesson Plan
Class: SUB LIEUTENANT COURSE
SUBJECT: OPERATION / Radar

Length of class: 160 minutes

Main aim: Students will learn types of missile in the UAE navy and their characteristics.
Timing
Stage/Procedure

Group: 1

Interaction

Drawing exercise:
10 minutes
Salem

30 minutes

5 minutes
Saeed

-

T will divide students into four groups then they will be asked to draw the main parts
of Harpoon missile on a worksheet and name them.
T will ask students to write the main characteristics of the missile in the same sheet.
Ss will be told that they are going to be given the chance to discuss their diagrams
and exchange information about the missile with each other.

Whole class discussion
- T will ask from each group to talk about one of the missile’ part and feature in detail.
The audience will be given the chance to ask any question for any further
information.
- T might intervene for further explanation using the white board.

Elicitation
- T will give SS handouts containing several questions about Mistral missile and
paragraphs with gaps.

T- SS
SS-T

Aim/Rationale
- Ss will be given the chance to
explain what they know about
the topic on a work sheet.
Eliciting
background
knowledge of the students.

SS-SS

- SS will have the chance to
interact with each other and
keep the teaching studentscentred.
SS will learn the
characteristics and the uses of
Harpoon missile.

T-SS

-

SS-T

-

Check SS knowledge
about the topic.
Prepare SS for gapfilling exercise.
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Explanation:
T-SS
- T will explain the uses and the characteristics of Mistral missile using PPS.
25 minutes

10 minutes

- To give SS details about
Mistral missile.
-SS will learn the
characteristics and the uses of
Mistral missile.

Feedback
- T will elicit answers from students.
- T gives SS handouts of the answers as a reference.

T-SS

- Checking students’ answers
and understanding.

SS-T

30 minutes
Mussabah

Explanation
- T will check students’ background knowledge about Exoect by asking them the
following question:
1. What do you know about Exoect missile?
2. What it is used for? Etc…….
- T will explain the topic using the power point slides.

SS-T
T-SS

Giving instructions:
T – SS

10 minutes
Mussabah

-

T will revise with students last week’ lesson by asking students the following
question; what you have learnt from the last class about the ASTT?

-

T will give students the instructions of the exercise they are going to conduct in the
next class in the simulator.
T will use the white board to ensure students’ understanding of the instructions using
drawings.

-

B
35 minutes

R

E

A

K

T

I

M

- Ss will learn the
characteristics and the uses of
Exoect missile.

-Ss will understand the
rationale behind conducting
the activity in the simulator.
-Ss will understand how to
conduct the activity.

E
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Scenario
40 minutes
Mussabah,
Saeed,
Salim

- T will brief the students about the scenario and what it is about.
- SS will be divided into six groups and each group will use one operation room in the
simulator building.
S–S

- SS will be given the chance
to utilize the information they
had learnt in the previous
stages.

Khaled Majid
EDPT 3150 – Teaching Practicum
Observer Report
Teacher
Students
Date & Time
Subject & Topics

: Group 1
: 28
: 6/4/2005
09:05 – 12:25
: Harpoon, Mistral & Exoect Missiles

Overall
I had to observe my colleagues’ teaching at the Navy School.
They had to present 4 lessons about missiles which are used by
the UAE Navy. The lessons’ main aim was students would learn
the Harpoon, Mistral and Exocet missiles and their
characteristics.
At the beginning of the lesson, Salem started his part by
dividing the students into four groups and asked each group to
draw the main parts of the Harpoon missile on a signboard and
to name each part. He also asked them to write the main
characteristics of the Harpoon missile on the same board. After
that, Salem asked two students of each group to come to the
front of the class and show their colleagues what they had drawn
and to explain the functions of a specific part of the missile.
Saeed started the next stage by giving the students questions
/gap-fill handouts. Saeed’s part was an elicitation stage and he
had the PowerPoint slides so that the students could correct their
answers. Then, Mossabeh started his bit by asking the students
about the exoect missile. He then explained the characteristics of
the missile by using PowerPoint slides. In the last 40-minute
part of the lesson they, the teachers, took the students to the
ASTT (Action Speed Tactical Trainer) to practise what they had
learned in the lesson.
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¾

Salem Rashid

General Comment
Salem taught the first part of the lesson. He divided the students
into four groups. In my opinion, dividing the students into four
groups wasn’t appropriate because the number of students in
some groups reached up to seven or eight, which made them too
large groups. Each group was asked to draw a diagram of a
missile and to describe a specific part of it. He then asked 2
students from each group to come to the front and explain what
they had drawn. It was a pity that Salem didn’t involve the rest
of the group in the feedback, which would reflect the whole
group understanding of what they had drawn. Salem’s part of
the lesson was supposed to be for 40 minutes, but he exceeded
his stage time by almost 20 minutes.
Things which went well
1. Sharing information & Feedback
This was when two members from each group came to the
front and explained their drawings. In this phase, Salem
had two main goals. The first one was to let the students
share their knowledge about the topic and the second was
to check how much the students learned from the previous
stage. He also corrected some points which needed extra
clarification.
2.

Students’ contribution & involvement
There were a good number of contributions during Salem’s
part. He involved most of the students and gave a chance
to each student to contribute by asking them to prepare a
question to ask their colleagues after they had finished
their group’s feedback.

Things which didn’t go well
1. Grouping the students
Salem grouped his students into four groups where the
number of students differed in each group. There was a
group of five students, two groups of seven students and
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one large group with eight students. This affected the
groups’ performance because two or three students
dominated the task of their group and left the other
members as listeners. It would have been better if the
number of students was smaller in each group so the task
would have been divided evenly among them.
2.

Timing
Salem didn’t pay much attention to his stages timing. This
was obvious in the first stage where he planned 10
minutes, but in the lesson it took the students exactly 20
minutes. He also said to his students that they had three
minutes to complete their task, but it was thirteen minutes
before he stopped the activity. This incident could have
been avoided if this stage had been rehearsed in our miniteaching lesson, so the timing would have been calculated
accurately

Actions for next time
1. Set up the number of students per group more evenly
2. Work on the timing in the lesson plan
¾

Saeed

General Comments
Saeed taught the second 30-minute part of the lesson. He handed
out a question sheet to each student. Saeed overdid his checking
instructions stage and the worst part was that he didn’t follow
his own instructions himself, i.e. he said that the students would
have time to answer the questions while he was explaining the
topic, but he started eliciting the answers before explaining it to
them. The students didn’t have time to think about the answer at
all because of the length of the questions. He didn’t follow the
lesson plan and it seemed that he didn’t prepare himself well
enough to deliver his bit of the lesson. This was also reflected by
his confusion when he was searching for some information
which was supposed to be in his PowerPoint slides such as the
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maximum explosives weight which can be carried by the mistral
missile.
Things which went well
1. Excellent material
Although Saeed wasn’t successful in using and handling
the materials in this lesson, this doesn’t give me the right
to ignore the marvellous materials that he prepared which
showed the amount of time he spent preparing them. It is a
pity because they could have been used in better ways.
Things which didn’t go well
1. Didn’t plan what the students were supposed to do
Saeed’s part wasn’t organized because he didn’t follow the
lesson plan at all and he was asking his students to answer
the questions without giving them the time to think about
it. If he had spent some time while planning the lesson
thinking of what the students were supposed to do, he
would have realized that the task wasn’t appropriate in the
way it was presented.
Actions for next time
1. Plan his bit of the lesson more efficiently
2. Think about the task needed to be done during the lesson
¾

Mossabeh

General Comment
Mossabeh started his bit after the break by asking the students
questions about the Exoect missile. His questions were written
on a piece of paper which showed his preparation. Then he took
the students to the ASTT where he briefly explained what they
had to do and then monitored the students while they were
participating in the scenario.
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Things which went well
1. Preparation & excellent level of involvement
This was while Mossabeh was eliciting the Exoect
missile’s information. The elicitation was perfect because
he had the questions written on a piece of paper which
made him go in a correct sequence as he planned. The
number of questions which were asked gave the students
an opportunity to participate and be involved during
Mossabeh’s part.
Things which didn’t go well
1. Echo the low voice students’ contributions
During Mossabeh’s stage there were some students who
contributed without being heard by their colleagues. It
would have been better if Mossabeh had echoed their
contributions or paraphrased them so the rest of the
students would have known what their classmates’
contributions were about.

1.

The elicitation went for too long
Mossabeh started by asking the students some related
questions and it went perfectly at the beginning, but it
started to be boring because he kept going with his
questions for too long. It would have been better if he had
timed the questioning part for not more than five minutes.
This limitation would stop the uninteresting atmosphere
which was created in his stage because of the length of that
stage.

Actions for next time
1. Echo the students’ contributions if needed
2. Limit his questioning time
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13/4/2005
Lesson Plan
Class: SUB LIEUTENANT COURSE
SUBJECT: OPERATION (AIO).

Length of class: 160 minutes

Main aim: SS will learn types of enemy contact report.
Timing
Stage/Procedure
Introduction :
3 minutes
1. T will introduce the contents, which are going to be covered by the three teachers.
Saif

Group: 1

Interaction
T – SS

Aim/Rationale
- SS will know the topic which
they are going to learn in this
period.

Checking information/ Files gap exercise:
T – SS
20minutes
Saif

-

T will give the SS files gap exercise about enemy contact report
SS will check their answer with their partners
T will select some students to read bout the answers.

SS - T

- SS will share their
background knowledge with
their classmates.
- SS will learn about occasions
of making enemy contact.

10 minutes
Saif

20 minutes
Saif

Reading exercise:
- SS will read about the information required in ECR.
- SS will be form into four groups to discuss withy each others what they have read.

Scenario of ECT:
- Every group will be explaining one information which required in ECR.
- One from one group will be responsible of one part of ECR.
Whole class discussion

25 minutes
Salim
Alzaabi

- T asks SS questions about the topic to start the discussion. The questions are:
1. What are the types of raid report?
2. What does flash report mean?
3. What is the purpose of flash report? Etc…………

SS – SS

SS - SS

-

SS will get some idea
about the information
required in ECR.

- SS will know how to send
ECR.

T-SS
SS-T
SS will learn types of raid
report.

13/4/2005
35
minutes
25 minutes
Salim
Alzaabi

50 minutes
Khaled

Break
Whole class discussion
- T asks SS the following questions:
1. What are miscellaneous reports?
2. Can you mention any type of miscellaneous report?
Internet based reading task:
- T gives SS a question sheet about Situation Reports & Rainbow Forms.
- T let the SS to go throughout the question sheet.
- T reminds the SS about the Internet Dictionary and its URL.
- T gives the students the URL http://dody99.heydo.com/forms where the answers will
be found ‘Hard copy is made as a backup’.
- T takes the SS to the Internet lab.
- SS work in 2s & 3s (controlled by the number of computers) to answer the questions.
- T checks the difficulties encountered while doing their task and explain it verbally.
- T elicit the answers according to the time left otherwise correction; answer sheets

T-SS
SS-T

T - SS
S-S

SS will learn the purpose and
types of miscellaneous report.

- SS will learn the Situation
Reports & Rainbow Forms and
their requirements.

SITUATION REPORTS

Situation reports (SITREPS) are short summaries of the air, surface or sub-surface
situation issued at intervals by control ships over the appropriate voice net. The main
reason for issuing SITREPS is to ensure that similar types of plots (e.g. surface, air) in
different ships display the same picture. SITREPS may also be used for compiling the
tactical picture when, for instance, a unit joins a force or has a radar failure. The
frequency of SITREPS must depend on circumstances, in particular the Emission
control Policy in force. SITREPS must not be written down but are to be checked by
ships as they are received and plots corrected as necessary.
A SITREP should be limited to a number of transmissions each of about thirty
seconds in length, the press-to-transmit switch being released periodically to allow
ships with urgent information to break into the net.
The SITREP should consist of the following sections:
(1) The position of the control ship or Grid Lock.
(2) Hostile and assumed hostile tracks, reported in a clockwise direction from north
giving position, track identity and track number e.g. white 106 – 134, skunk 2536.
(3) Friendly tracks, reported in a similar manner to the tracks in (2) above.
TYPES OF RAINBOW FORMS
The following RAINBOW forms are used in the reporting system.
Form Green
It is issued by a command or area commander, in effect a directive, which contains
details of tasking of aircraft.
Form Brown
They are originated by operational units or stations and are addressed for next higher
authority. The form promulgates the intended times of take off and landings and
intended movements of aircraft on operational flights. The form also serves two
additional purposes:
(1) Acknowledgement or receipt of a Form Green by an operational unit or station.
(2) Provision of necessary information to assist the air defense organization to identify
the aircraft concerned as friendly.
Form Brown Deviation
If the actual time of departure or return of aircraft on an assigned mission differs by
more than 15 minutes from the estimated times in the original Form Brown then a

deviation has to be made. Any other change in task orders or a diversion to a new
track is to be indicated in the form of Brown Deviation.
Form Purple
A very important form the purpose of which is to provide authorities with the least
possible delay, combat information relating to an aircraft sortie in which a task was
carried out. It may amplify enemy reports, already transmitted to higher authorities or
it may contain new information which the mission commander of an aircraft had not
considered of sufficient importance to warrant breaking radio silence or had been
unable to transmit.
Form Black
Enables the air commanders to exchange operational intelligence of the enemy and to
disseminate such information to those agencies requiring it.
Form Red
Command upon receiving an enemy contact report from an aircraft, ship or submarine
originates a Form Red to pass this information to OCA (if not originally addressed to)
or to other commanders concerned, unless other arrangements exist for automatic
relaying of enemy contact reports.
Form White
This enables the OCAs and air commanders to pass operational information to own
forces and to disseminate such information to those agencies requiring it.
Form Tan
This form is a periodic report and is used to provide OCA air commanders and OCAs
(if necessary) with information regarding aircraft and aircrews availability and air
field state. The time and frequency for this report is not stipulated but in the absence
of a specific reporting procedure, Form Tan should be submitted daily.
Form Yellow
This message form is used to inform own forces of aircraft which will be operating in
their area either independent of or in co-ordination with them.

1. What is the other name of the SITREPS?

2. What is the main reason for issuing SITREPS?

3. What is the transmission time of SITRIPS?

4. List the three sections which SITREPS should consist of

5. Name five RAINBOW forms

6. Who is RAINBOW Green form issued by?

7. What are the two additional purposes of ‘Form Brown’?

8. What is the difference between the ‘Form Brown’ and ‘Form Brown Deviation’?

9. What is the purpose of issuing ‘Form Purple’?

10. Which form allows the air commanders to exchange operational intelligence?

11. Briefly talk about the ‘Form Red’

12. What information are OCA and air commander passing by using ‘Form White’?

13. How often must the ‘Form Tan’ be submitted?

14. Which forces is ‘Yellow Form’ used to communicate with?

1. What is the other name of the SITREPS?
Situation reports
2. What is the main reason for issuing SITREPS?
The main reason for issuing SITREPS is to ensure that similar types of plots (e.g. surface, air) in
different ships display the same picture
3. What is the transmission time of SITRIPS?
A SITREP should be limited to a number of transmissions each of about thirty seconds in length.
4. List the three sections which SITREPS should consist of
- The position of the control ship or Grid Lock.
- Hostile and assumed hostile tracks, reported in a clockwise direction from north giving position, track
identity and track number e.g. white 106 – 134, skunk 2536.
- Friendly tracks, reported in a similar manner to the tracks in (2) above.
5. Name five RAINBOW forms
Form Green, Form Brown, Form Brown Deviation, Form Purple, Form Black, Form Red, Form White,
Form Tan and Form Yellow
6. Who is RAINBOW Green form issued by?
It is issued by a command or area commander
7. What are the two additional purposes of ‘Form Brown’?
(1) Acknowledgement or receipt of a Form Green by an operational unit or station.
(2) Provision of necessary information to assist the air defense organization to identify the aircraft
concerned as friendly.
8. What is the difference between the ‘Form Brown’ and ‘Form Brown Deviation’?
Any other change in task orders or a diversion to a new track is to be indicated in the form of Brown
Deviation.
9. What is the purpose of issuing ‘Form Purple’?
To provide authorities with the least possible delay, combat information relating to an aircraft sortie in
which a task was carried out
10. Which form allows the air commanders to exchange operational intelligence?
Form Black
11. Briefly talk about the ‘Form Red’
Command upon receiving an enemy contact report from an aircraft, ship or submarine originates a
Form Red to pass this information to OCA or to other commanders concerned
12. What information are OCA and air commander passing by using ‘Form White’?
Operational information
13. How often must the ‘Form Tan’ be submitted?
Form Tan should be submitted daily
14. Which forces is ‘Yellow Form’ used to communicate with?
Own forces

Khaled A. Majid
EDPT 3150 – Teaching Practicum
Reflection Task for Teaching Practice
Teacher
Students
Date & Time
Subject & Topics

: Group 1
: 26
: 13/4/2005
09:05 – 12:25
: Operation AIO

Overall
My colleagues and I had to present 4 lessons at the Navy school.
The lessons’ main aims were students would learn the types of
enemy contact reports and the forms which are used in the UAE
Navy.
At the beginning of the lesson, Saif started by introducing the
lessons’ content. Then he checked the students’ knowledge
about the enemy contact reports by running a gap fill exercise.
After that, he divided the students into four groups to discuss
what they had read. Each group then explained one part of the
enemy contact report to their colleagues. In the next stage,
Salem started his bit by giving a whole class discussion where
he asked the students some questions about the raid reports.
After the break Salem continued the whole class discussion
about the purpose and the types of miscellaneous reports. Then
my bit started by running an Internet based reading task where
the students had to answer 14 questions about the Situation
Reports and the Rainbow Forms.
My bit of the lesson
In this lesson, my part was the last phase where I started in the
classroom by giving the students a question sheet. I gave them
only two minutes to go through the questions without answering
them. Then, I asked the students if they were able to answer the
questions and their answer was NO. There were three students
who said they could answer two or three out of the fourteen
questions and also they clarified that they weren’t sure of their
answers. This enabled me to carry out my lesson as I had
planned. I told the students that in order to answer these
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questions I had prepared a reading task for them. I gave the
students the opportunity to select the reading method they
wanted to use. The two options were going to the Internet lab or
to have reading task sheets on a handout. I had prepared myself
for both options, so I had the text uploaded to my webpage and I
printed out the same webpage in case they preferred the second
option. Anyhow, the students selected the Internet option and
off we went to the Internet lab. In the Internet lab, the students
worked in pairs to answer the task. By the end of my bit of the
lesson, I ran a feedback stage where I elicited the answers from
the students and let them correct each other.
Actions from last lesson
Prepare more for the lesson
In this lesson I prepared two backup plans. The first one was
having a hard copy of the reading task in case the students
preferred to do the reading in the classroom. The second backup
was preparing an answer sheet in case the students didn’t have
enough time to answer everything and the feedback wouldn’t be
possible to be run verbally, so I had answer sheets to give them
by the end of the lesson. I’m really glad that I didn’t need to run
any of my backup plans in this lesson.
Good & Strong elements (by the observer)
There were some good & strong elements which were pointed
out by the observers (Saeed & Mossabeh). These elements are
listed below and described briefly:
Clear explanation for the lesson’s events and the reasons
behind each stage
In this lesson I paid attention to the lesson’s events description. I
explained indirectly to my students why they were going to read
the text by giving them some time to read the questions sheet
and to think about the answers. This action gave my students a
good reason for the next stage which was the reading task. After
my students selected the task they wanted to do, I explained for
them the lesson stages and how each stage would be carried out.
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Changing Place
It was obvious that the students liked to change the learning
place when I asked them if they wanted to do the reading in the
classroom or in the Internet lab. The majority of the students
selected the Internet lab. Changing the place was a good element
because it created a good learning atmosphere for the students.
This action motivated the students and encouraged them to do
the task in the way it should be done.
Action for next lessons (by the observer)
There were some incidents which happened during my teaching.
These incidents didn’t affect the lesson’s overall picture, but it
would be better for me to learn from this lesson to build better
lessons in the future. The following are the incidents which were
pointed out by the observers:
Check students’ answers while monitoring
This element happened during the Internet reading activity and
while the students were doing their task. I monitored the
students while they were working, but I didn’t interfere and
correct their answers in this stage at all. I thought this correction
would have been better if delayed to the end of the lesson during
the feedback stage.
In my future lessons I will check the students’ answers and I
will check their process in the task. I will help them to complete
the task in the way it should be by giving them some hints and
clues to guide them to the correct answers.
Reduce the number of questions or use different type of
questions such as MCQs, Gap-fill and Matching questions
I don’t agree with the observers about the number of questions
because I had fourteen questions and my students managed to
answer them within the planned time. This was obvious because
I had enough time to run my feedback verbally without using
my backup which was the answer sheets. Although I don’t agree
with the observers about the first point, I completely agree with
them about using a variety of questions which would have made
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the activity much more interesting and enjoyable for the
students.
In my future lessons I will vary my question types in the activity
sheet to give it more professional look and to make it more
interesting. This will reflect positively on my students’
enthusiasm to carry my activities out.
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4/5/2005
Lesson Plan
Class: SUB LIEUTENANT COURSE

Length of class: 160 minutes

SUBJECT: General Navigation

Main aim: SS will learn the factors of choosing Anchor position and how to calculate the LDL, SSC and BSC.
Timing
5 minutes

20 minutes

15 minutes

15 minutes
Saif

20minutes
Saif

Stage/Procedure
Introduction:
- Introduce the lesson’s content.
Pair Crossword Game:
- T gives SS Crossword game (challenging version A)
- If difficult gives easy version B.
- SS answers the task in pairs using the words/pictures on the walls.
- SS check their answers in groups.
- T hands out answer key sheets to SS.
- SS check their answers using the answer key sheets.
- SS ask questions, about the vocabulary, if needed.
Gap-fill exercise:
- T gives SS a gap-fill exercise
- SS fill the gaps in groups using the words which they learned in the previous stage.
- Correction; SS select the answers on the smart-board.

Interaction
T – SS
S–S

SS – SS

- SS will learn new vocabulary
which will be used in later
stages.

SS - T

SS – SS

Background knowledge eliciting:
1. T will ask the students to come out to the whiteboard to write the factors which need
to be considered when choosing anchor position.
2. Each student will write one factor on the whiteboard.
T – SS
3. T will ask the students if they agree or disagree with their colleagues.
S-S
4. Check, feedback using PP slides.
5. The students will compare the factors on the whiteboard with the ones on the slides.
discussion:
1. T will pair up the students.
2. Students discuss in pairs the factors used to choose an anchor position.
3. T will ask randomly the students to explain their ideas about the factors.

Aim/Rationale
- SS will know what they are
going to learn in this lesson.

- SS will have extra practice to
use the new words.

- SS will recall their previous
knowledge.
- SS will learn the factors
which they did not know
before.

T – SS
SS - T

- The students will discuss &
review the meaning of each
factor.

4/5/2005

20minutes
Saif

Explanation:
- T will explain to the students how to calculate the amount of cable to be used,
limiting danger line, ship swinging circle and bridge swinging circle by using PP
slides.
- Teacher will give the students gaps fill sentences with some diagrams.
- T will use PP slides to show them the answers for gap-fill exercise.

35 minutes
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SS
will
have
knowledge about how
to calculate amount of
cable to be used, LDL,
SSC and BSC.
To check students
understood LDL, SSC
and BSC.

E

Stages: Filling gaps exercise:

50 minutes

T divides Ss into groups.
T gives Ss in each group question sheets containing empty gaps.
T gives Ss handouts containing lesson’s subject.
T asks Ss to discuss answers between them.
T elicits some answers from Ss.
T gives Ss answers sheet as a reference.

SS – SS
T – SS

Ss will be able to understand
APPROACH
TO
AN
ANCHOR BERTH.

Version A

Version B

Answer Key
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River stream

The sea is surrounding This Island
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Reflection Task for Teaching Practice
Teacher
Students
Date & Time
Subject & Topics

: Group 1
: 26
: 4/5/2005
08:35 – 11:55
: General Navigation

Overall
My colleagues and I had to present 4 lessons at the Navy school.
The lessons’ main aim was students would learn the three
anchoring factors which were: choosing the position, swinging
room and cable to be used.
At the beginning of the lesson, I started by introducing the
lessons’ content. After that my students learned twelve new
words which were needed for the following stages. Then, Saif
started his bit by eliciting students’ knowledge about the factors
to be considered when choosing anchor position. Then he
divided the students into pairs to discuss these factors. Saif
explained the LDL, SSC and BSC using PowerPoint slides.
After that, Saeed started his stage by dividing the students into
groups. He gave them five sheets with gaps to be filled. Then he
gave them a reading task in which they were supposed to find
the answers for the five gap-fill exercises. In this phase, Saeed
lost his temper and decided to stop teaching. This action from
Saeed was going to end the lesson 20 minutes earlier than the
planned time so I decided to give the students a task to cover the
lesson time.
My bit of the lesson
I started the first 30-minute part of the lesson. After presenting
the introduction I had one main aim to achieve in my part. My
aim was that students would learn new vocabulary which would
be used in later stages. These words were selected by us, the
teachers, considering our students’ needs and level. My aim was
achieved by using a crossword puzzle and pictures/meaning on

the wall. The students recalled the words and terms by looking
at the pictures and reading the clues in the crossword task. After
that, the students used the same words to fill the gap-fill exercise
which I gave them by the end of my phase.
Activities or events which I think were especially successful
Used ‘EDUCARE?’ element which is DOING-DETAIL
It was obvious how important this element is in the lessons I
observed at ADMC last semester. During my 30-minute part of
the lesson I had to let the students answer the crossword puzzle,
but before that, I explained for them why I selected these
specific words. Also I told them that these words would be
needed in the following stages which would be presented by my
colleagues. The students needed to know what exactly they had
to do to answer the task correctly so I explained to them how it
would be answered and where they would find the words. The
explanation made it easy for them to answer the task because
they were exposed to WHAT and HOW they should do. The
students tried to understand each word because I told them that
these words would be used in the following stages. I believe
students should be shown how to carry out the skills. Although
we assume that students know how to do some skills, doingdetail will improve their ability in doing them correctly and
completely in a shorter time.
Active class & students’ communication
My part of the lesson was active because of the task I gave the
students. There were a good number of contributions among the
students. They were asking their colleagues the meaning of the
words and ways of using them. In my opinion, this was because
the crossword task was something new for the students and they
were not used to learn by playing games or by answering
puzzles.
Good linking between stages
In this lesson I paid attention to the fact that students should
know what they are going to learn, why they need to learn and

how they will learn it. So, I spent some time explaining to my
students what we were going to do in the lesson. I also
connected my stages to the rest of the lesson’s stages by telling
the students what they were going to do in the following stages.
The students needed the stages to be linked which made them
feel that the lesson was running smoothly and in a logical order.
One activity or event which did not work so well
Timing & Challenging the Students
I planned my bit of the lesson to be carried out in 40 minutes,
but it was only 30 minutes. This incident occurred in my lesson
because I didn’t consider my students’ language level while
timing my stages. It was also because the way I planned the
activity. I could challenge my students a bit more by letting
them try to answer the task without any help for a while. Then I
could help them by giving them the words and pictures on the
walls. This would give my students an extra motivation to check
their answers and to know the words which they couldn’t get.
Action for next time
To be more accurate in timing
In my future lessons I will pay closer attention to the stage’s
timing. In order to avoid this incident in my future lessons I will
bear in mind my students’ level and abilities while planning my
lessons. I will also rehearse my bits of the lesson in our miniteaching classes so I will be able to calculate the time more
accurately.
To challenge my students
This incident happened in this lesson because I assumed that the
crossword task would be difficult for my students, so I thought it
would be a good idea to give them the hints from the beginning.
I realized my mistake and I will make sure that I will never
underrate my students’ capabilities. I will plan my future lessons
with challenging activities which will motivate my students to
search for the knowledge and information to carry the activities
out.

Conclusion
In conclusion, some obvious mistakes occurred in this lesson.
The mistakes are mistakes if we don’t learn from them and that
is why I will avoid the same mistakes in my future lessons. The
only way to avoid these incidents in my future lessons is to work
hard and to prepare good material which will go well with my
students’ styles of learning. I realized in this lesson that students
really enjoyed the student-centred activity. I concluded that this
type of activity creates a good learning environment which
certainly reflects on the students’ learning and enthusiasm. This
will support me to create more challenging and student-centred
activities for my students’ benefit.

Lesson Plan
Class: Sub/LT
Subject: General Navigation

Length of class: 50 minutes

Teacher: Group 1

Main aims: Students will learn new vocabulary and definitions used in previous stages.
Timing
3 minutes

10 minutes

Stage/Procedure
Introduction:
- Teacher will introduce him himself to the student.
- Teacher will warm up the student with hangman game.
Dividing the Student:
- T will divide the student and give them the definition with hangman
game.
- Each group will get chance to answer one of the definition, which is going
to use in the previous stages.

7 minutes

Pre-reading Exercise:
- T will give SS reading task and ask them to read it only for 5 minute.
- T will ask student how many can answer the reading task.

10 minutes

Reading Task:
- T wills handout the student reading task with the vocabulary.
- T asks the student to answer with the correct definition.

5 minutes

Feedback:
- T will check the answer with the student.

10 minutes

Demonstrating:
- T will show the student on the PPS earth diagram and ask them to show
him the definition.

Interaction

Aim/Rationale

T – SS

- Student will know what is lesson
about.

T–S

S-T

- Challenge the group.
- Student will learn new vocabulary.

T –SS
- T lead SS to next stages

SS – SS

T – SS
SS – T

Ss

- SS will check their answer and writes
the correct answer.

.feedback whole lesson

- Checking SS understanding .

Lesson Plan
Class: SUB LIEUTENANT COURSE
SUBJECT: Blind Pilotage
Teacher: Salem Rashid

Length of class: 70 minutes

Group: 1

Main aim: SS will understand the blind pilotage planning, so that they can easily design their own blind pilotage plan.
Timing
Stage/Procedure
Interaction
Aim/Rationale
Discussion : ( Brain storm ideas)
-In groups students will discuss the following points:
• Blind pilotage definition.
To
know
students’
• Blind pilotage team.
background knowledge about
15 minutes
• Navigational radar & other equipment used in BP.
SS-SS
the topic and to get them to
formulate their own version
• Requirements of the blind pilotage team before and after conducting the BP.
and ideas about the topic.
• When not to commence blind pilotage.
• Parallel index technique in blind pilotage.
• General principles in planning blind pilotage.
Gap-fill exercise:
SS
- T will give SS gap-fill exercise about blind pilotage.
To
check
students’
10 minutes
- SS will be asked to complete the exercise in groups.
understanding and focus them
on the important points they
might forget to discuss during
the discussion.
-

Scan reading : (Information transfer)
10 minutes

40 minutes
Salem

SS
- T will give SS the blind pilotage handout.
- T will ask SS to read the handout to correct their answers.
Hands on learning:
- SS will be divided into groups; each student will be given a task to do.
- Each group will be given a chart.
- T will ask each group to plan its blind passages.

SS

To check students’
answers and correct the
wrong ones if there are
any.

- SS will be given the chance
to practise the blind pilotage
planning.

Khaled Majid
EDPT 3150 – Teaching Practicum
Observer Report
Teacher
Students
Date & Time
Subject & Topics

: Group 1
: 28
: 11/5/2005
08:35 – 11:40
: General Navigation, Ship route and
Blind Pilotage

Overall
I had to observe my colleagues’ teaching at the Navy School.
They had to present 4 lessons in General Navigation. The
lessons’ main aims were students would understand the dangers
of the ship’s route and learn how to design a blind pilotage plan.
¾

Jamal

General Comments
Jamal taught the first 40-minute part of the lesson. He warmed
the students up by using a hangman activity. In this warming up
phase the students were asked to guess the lesson’s subject.
Then he divided the students into groups and continued the
hangman activity to introduce the words and terms which were
going to be used in the following stages. After that, Jamal
started a reading activity where the students read a text in their
groups. He then checked the answers with the students and later
he asked the students to come to the smart-board and write the
words/terms on the diagram.
Things which went well
1. Warming the students up - Hangman Activity
It was an excellent idea from Jamal to start his first lesson
with this group using the hangman activity as a warming
up. Jamal achieved two goals in this phase. The first goal
was warming up the students so they would be ready to
participate in the following stages of the lesson. The
second goal was that the students realized what type of
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lessons and activities he would produce during his
teachings.
2.

Students involvement
The students were involved in most of Jamal’s stages. This
was obvious in the first two stages, the warm-up and the
groups’ competition. They were also involved during the
diagram stage when they went to the smart-board to write
the terms.

Things to consider in the following lessons
1. Give the instruction after handing out the task sheet
Jamal handed out the reading task before telling the
students what they were supposed to do with this task.
This incident affected the students’ attention to their
instructions later. It was clear that the students were busy
checking the handout instead of listening to his
instructions. It would have been much better if he had
explained to the students what they had to do in the
activity before handing it out.
2.

Get rid of the unnecessary stages while planning and name
the stages correctly
Although Jamal ran a wonderful lesson, he needs to pay
attention to his planning. This is because he had a stage in
the lesson plan which wasn’t important to be written which
was ‘dividing the students’ stage. Another thing was the
repetition of the stages; this is because Jamal had two
‘check & correct’ stages for the same gap-fill task in the
actual teaching. The first check and correct phase was
when he handed the students a reading text containing the
missing information and the second one was when he
checked the students’ answers verbally.

Actions for next time
1. Always give the instructions before handing the handouts
out
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2.

Plan the lesson more efficiently by thinking about what the
students are going to do in each stage

¾

Mossabeh

General Comment
Mossabeh started his teaching after Jamal by explaining to the
students what was going to be covered in that part of the lesson.
He then divided the students into five groups and divided the
responsibilities among the groups’ members. Each group had a
task to do and they were required to explain how they would act
in a specific situation. After this stage Mossabah explained to
the students the points which weren’t clear enough using
PowerPoint slides. Mossabeh ended his teaching by asking the
students to write on a piece of paper what they had learned in his
lesson.
Things which went well
1. Preparation & excellent level of involvement
This was while Mossabeh was explaining using the
PowerPoint slides. The level of students’ involvement was
perfect because he was asking the students randomly and
at the end he started to ask the students who didn’t
participate during that stage. I believe Mossabeh could do
this because he had prepared himself by understanding the
material and the way he would run the lesson.
2.

Self-confidence & self-assurance
As I said above, Mossabeh prepared himself for this lesson
which reflected positively on his confidence while
presenting his part of the lesson. He seemed very sure of
his explanation which enabled him to handle and control
the lesson in the way it was.

3.

Dividing the duties among the group members
This approach was carried out in the second stage when
Mossabeh gave each member of the group a title as if they
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were in the ship. This made it easier to the students to
decide who was going to do what throughout the activity.
Things to consider in the following lessons
1. Stages names
Mossabeh had in his plan an explanation and a feedback
stage. During the lesson, I realized that the explanation
stage was really a feedback stage. It would have been
better if he had renamed this stage to become his feedback
stage and simply get rid of the stage where he asked the
students to write on a piece of paper what they learned in
his lesson.
2.

Interrupt the students’ contributions
This incident occurred while Mossabeh was asking the
students verbal questions. He didn’t clarify his instructions
so that the students would know that they had to answer by
stating one point only. What happened was that the
students were answering and he kept cutting there
contributions by asking other students to complete the
answers. There were also some cases where the students
started to answer and Mosssabeh realized that their
answers were correct, but he interrupted their contributions
by continuing the answers instead of them.

Actions for next time
1. Pay attention to your stages in the lesson plan
2. Give the students enough time to contribute / answer
¾

Salem Rashid

General Comment
Salem taught the last part of the lesson. He divided the students
into seven groups. The groups were asked to discuss specific
points. Then they had a gap-fill exercise about the blind
pilotage. Later, the students had the opportunity to check their
answers by doing a reading task. By the end of his stage, Salem
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took his students to the Chart-room where they had to plan their
own blind passages.
Things which went well
1. Using the classroom situation
This element happened when the students faced some
difficulties to understand the way blind passage should be
drawn and on what it should be based. Salem asked his
students to come to the classroom’s windows and
explained to them by using real examples from the outside
view.
2.

Dividing the students into groups
In my opinion, dividing the students into seven groups was
an appropriate decision because the number of students in
each group didn’t exceed 5 students, which was easier to
control.

3.

Using the reading activities
It was brilliant to see Salem applying the reading
technique which was taught to us at ADMC. This gave us,
teachers, the opportunity to see one way of applying this
technique using the navy material.

Things to consider in the following lessons
1. Linking the stages
This happened when Salem handed the gap-fill exercise to
his students. He didn’t clarify that they had to base their
answers on what they had already discussed in the
previous stage, ‘the brain storming stage’. It would have
been better if he had made the link between the two stages
clearer so the students would realize the reason behind the
discussion which took place before this exercise.
Actions for next time
1. Think about better ways of linking stages together
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18/5/2005
Khaled A. Majid
Lesson Plan
Class: SUB LIEUTENANT COURSE

Length of class: 50 minutes

SUBJECT: General Navigation

Main aim: SS will search, read and understand information about the causes of the tides and the factors behind the spring / neap tides in groups using a
guided Internet activity.
Timing

5 minutes

35 minutes

10 minutes

Stage/Procedure
Preparation:
- T reminds the SS about what they’ve learned in the prior lessons about the
Internet Dictionary and searching for information.
- T explains what the SS are going to do during this part of the lesson.
- T & SS go to the Internet lab.

Guided Internet Searching Task:
- SS divided into groups.
- T hands out the Internet guided task (Questions sheet) to the SS.
- SS start information search about causes of the tide, springs tides, neap
tides.
(T monitors & guides SS when the face problems)
- Each SS must have his own copy of the answers.
Check; feedback:
- T re-divides the groups so every member will join a new group.
- SS check their answers among themselves.
- SS go back to their references on the Internet to prove / re-check their
answers.
-

T listen for the contributions without interfering, except if needed.

Interaction

T – SS

SS – SS

Aim/Rationale
- To give SS a chance to recall the skills
they have learned in the previous
lessons, which will be needed in this
lesson.
- To help SS to create a clear idea of
what they are going to learn, how they
will learn it and why the lesson will be
covered in this way.
- To ensure SS search for the correct
information about causes of tides, spring
tides, neap tides in a guided exercise in
their groups.
- To have SS ready for the next stage
where they will share their answers.
- To get SS to share their answers and
collected information

SS – SS

- To check SS got the correct
information, to share the groups’
knowledge and clarify the points which
need clarification about what they have
learned.

Use Yahoo “www.yahoo.com” or Google “www.google.com” search engines to find
the best applicable answer to each question. Search also for pictures or diagrams
which will make it your answer clearer.
By the end every one will change his group to decide on the best answers.
What causes high tide and low tide?

Why are there two tides each day?

Why doesn't the sun cause any tides (comparable to that of the moon)?

http://easytide.ukho.gov.uk/easytide/EasyTide/Support/faq.aspx
What are Spring Tides and Neap Tides?

When do Spring Tides occur?

http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/nova/venice/tide_curiosities.html
Why do the biggest tides happen when the moon is new and full?

Why is the tide cycle 24 hours 50 minutes long instead of just 24 hours long?

Why do some places on Earth experience only one high tide (and one low tide) in a
24-hour period instead of two?

Khaled A. Majid
EDPT 3150 – Teaching Practicum
Reflection Task for Teaching Practice
Teacher
Students
Date & Time
Subject & Topics

: Group 1
: 28
: 18/5/2005
08:35 – 11:55
: General Navigation; Tides, Spring Tides
and Neap Tides.

Overall
My colleagues and I had to present 4 lessons at the Navy school.
The lessons’ main aims were students would learn and
understand the factors behind the Tides, Spring Tides and Neap
Tides.
My bit of the lesson
I started the second 50-minute part of the lesson in the
classroom by reminding the students about what they’d learned
in the prior lessons about the Internet Dictionary and searching
for information. Then, I explained to the students what they
were going to do in the Internet lab. I demonstrated the exercise
which they were going to use in the following steps of my
lesson. I explained for them that this task was a bit more
difficult than the previous ones. I told them that they used to go
to a specific URL, which I usually provided to complete the
task, but this time was different because they had to use the
search engines, Yahoo and Google, in order to find the answers
for the task. In the Internet lab, the students worked in groups,
two computers for each group, to search the Internet for specific
information they needed to answer the tasks which were given
to them (attached).
Actions from last lesson
Time Planning
In order to avoid the incident which occurred in the last lesson, I
paid closer attention to the timing of the stages. I paid attention
also to my students’ level and abilities while planning my
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lesson. My bit of the lesson was also rehearsed in our miniteaching class at the college, which gave me the opportunity to
check the time needed for the exercise more accurately with the
help of our mini-teaching observer. During the lesson, it was
obvious that the students managed to finish the exercise within
the time given. I covered 50 minutes which was planned for my
part of the lesson.
Challenging the students
This lesson demonstrated the importance of challenging the
students. This was achieved in this lesson for two reasons. The
first reason is the way I presented the material which was
searching for the information on the Internet without any help
from me as a teacher, I was there only as a guide. The second
reason is while introducing the task to the students I told them
that this task was a bit tougher than the usual tasks. This created
a challenging atmosphere among the groups. This was reflected
in the way students tried to answer the whole task as fast as they
could. Moreover, in the 30-minute breakfast break the students
asked me to give them a chance to continue checking for better
answers. 19 students remained in the computer lab during the
break to have the best answers which showed how much they
were interested in the activity.
Activities or events which I think were especially successful
There were some good & strong elements which were pointed
out by the observer. These elements are listed below and
described briefly:
Clear instructions
The clear instructions were at the beginning of the lesson when
the students listened to my directive instructions. These
instructions were important because students needed to know
what they were going to do during the lesson as well as the way
they were supposed to do it. While giving my instructions I kept
in mind the following:
•
Pace the instructions
•
Grade the language to suit the students’ level
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•
•
•

Use simple clear English
Demonstrate the instructions
Check students’ understanding

Monitoring
I think monitoring the students while doing their task was an
important aspect, especially because they were using a new
learning tool ‘Using the Internet search engines.’ That is why I
paid attention to what they were doing and how they were doing
it. I also paid closer attention to their answers which enabled me
to carry out the feedback stage. I was monitoring the students
while working and I didn’t interfere except when it was needed.
The students had 35 minutes to search for the answers. At the
end of my phase, I had a clear idea of each group’s answers so I
knew who needed to work with whom.
Praising the students
While the students were answering the questions and I was
monitoring them, I praised the groups which found some
difficult answers. This was done by announcing to the others the
effort each group was putting in. This action motivated the
students to dig deeper to find the best answers. Also at the end
of my ‘Check / Feedback’ stage I praised the students for their
work. I told them also that the task wasn’t easy, but I was
amazed by the effort they put in in order to complete this task.
One activity or event which did not work so well
Although the lesson was excellent, there was one incident which
happened during my teaching. This incident didn’t affect the
lesson’s overall picture, but it would be better for me to learn
from this lesson to build better lessons in the future. The
following is the incident which was pointed out by the observer:
One PC didn’t work
When the students started the searching task, I discovered that
one PC couldn’t connect to the Internet. I tried to reconnect it,
but I couldn’t so I asked the students who were supposed to
work on that computer to call the maintenance person who was
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in the opposite room. This action delayed one group from
starting at the same time as the others.
Action for next lessons
Although this incident was out of my hands, I could deal with
this situation in a better way. In my future lessons, I will make
sure that I stay calm whatever the incident is. I will think what
actions I need to take which will save the lesson’s time. If the
same incident occurs in my future lessons I will divide the
involved group into the other groups which will enable all
groups to start the task at the same time.
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25/5/2005
Lesson Plan
Class: SUB LIEUTENANT COURSE
SUBJECT: General Navigation/Chart theory

Length of class: 47 minutes

Group: 1

Main aim: Students will learn the important thing in chart work theory like type of bottom and depth description shown on the chart.
Timing
Stage/Procedure
Interaction
Aim/Rationale
- SS will know the topic which
Introduction :
2 minutes
1. T will explain to the students what will happen in his lesson.
they are going to learn in this
T – SS
Mosabbeh
period.
Gab-fill/ reading task:
- T will give the students True/False exercise in pairs.
20minutes
Mosabbeh

10 minutes
Mosabbeh

15 minutes
Mosabbeh

- T will give the students reading task about the charts and let them complete their
True/False exercise.
- T will let the first group who finishes early help the groups.
Explanation:
- T explains the importance of chart gives a general description of them and looks at
different of bottom/depth charts by PP slides.
- SS is required to do a gap-fill exercise while the teacher is presenting.

Feedback
- SS will ask each other in pairs about a gab-fill exercise.
-T will give the SS a chance to ask questions.

T – SS
SS - T

-

Students will know the
important things about
chart theory.

-

Ss will learn and
understand the work
importance of charts
and the types of
bottom/depth charts

-

SS will check their
answers and correct
them.

SS – SS

T - SS

Lesson Plan
Class: Sub Lieutenant\ Chart work
Main aims:
Timing
2 minutes

10 minutes

10 minutes

Length of class: 45 minutes

- Difference between map and charts
- Students will learn four types of charts and two types of projections.
Stage/Procedure
Introduction:
- Introduce ourselves to the SS.
- Introduce the lesson’s content.
Eliciting:
- T will ask the students to be seated in their place and give information to
the person who is going to write on the smart board the differences
between maps and charts.
Discussion
- T divides the students into four groups.
- Each group will discuss about:
- Where do we use the charts?
- Why do we use them?

Teacher: Group 1

Interaction

Aim/Rationale

T – SS

- SS will know what they are going to
learn in this lesson.

SS – T

- T elicits students' information and
involves them in the activity.

SS – SS

- Students discuss the information to
share the whole idea.

Whole groups discussion:
T – SS
20 minutes

-

T divide the students and asks them to set in different group
Each students share his idea with other

S–S

- SS will learn different types of charts
and two types of projection.

25/5/2005
Lesson Plan
Class: SUB LIEUTENANT COURSE
Length of class: 50 minutes
Group: 1
SUBJECT: Chart work
Main aim: 1 - Student will able differentiate between large scale chart and small scale chart.
2 – Students will know the different information shown on the char.
Timing
Stage/Procedure
Interaction
Aim/Rationale
Discussion:
1.
T will divide the SS into five groups.
2. T will show the SS two types of chart (small scale and large scale chart).
3. T will give the SS questions on paper. (What is the difference between these two
- SS will be able to distinguish
charts? What are the advantages and disadvantages of these charts?).
20 minutes
T – SS
between small and large scale
4. SS will discuss these questions with each other and will write the answers on a piece
Saif
S-S
charts.
of paper.
5. Teacher will discuss with the SS these questions, then, will use the PP slides to show
them the key answer.

20minutes
Saif

10minutes
Saif

Chart terms/ definition matching exercise with posting terms on s-s charts.
1. SS remain in their groups.
2. T will hand out the sheets containing 9 terms of the information shown on the chart,
definitions and small scale chart.
3. SS will match the terms with definitions.
4. SS will stick the complete definitions in the correct position.
5. SS will check the others groups’ correct charts.
6. SS will compare their answer with other groups.
Feedback – l-s chart race:
1. T will give the SS large scale chart and will ask them to stick the definitions on
the chart.
2. SS will have a chance to ask questions if they faced any difficulties.

T – SS
SS - T

T - SS

- SS will know the information
shown on the chart.

Confirming
the
information and difference
between two types of
Chart.

25/5/2005

Khaled Majid
EDPT 3150 – Teaching Practicum
Observer Report
Teacher
: Group 1
Students
: 26
Date & Time
: 25/5/2005
08:35 – 11:40
Mossabeh

Teacher talk vs. Students Talk

Introduction & Instructions

T

S

S

S

S

S

S

S

S

S

S

S

S

S

S

S

S

S

S

S

S

S

S

S

S

S

S

08:40 T
08:42 T
08:43 T

Gave instructions
checked students’ understanding
repeated his instruction
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The pair Task

T

S

S

S

S

S

S

S

S

S

S

S

S

S

S

S

S

S

S

S

S

08:44 SS
08:45 T

T

T

T

T

S

S

S

S

S

S

Answered the task in pairs
Said, “Try to answer any question you know.”
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The Reading Task

T1
T3

S

S

S

S

S

S

Zzz.

S

S

S

T2

T3
T2

T4

S

S

S

S

S

S

S

S

S

S

T3

S

S

S

S

S

S

T1
T2

Said, “You have 10 minutes to read.”
SS asked in Arabic and T answered in Arabic as
08:48
well
T3
Said, “If you finished help your friend”
T4
Focused on one pair for 50 seconds
08:52
Zzz.. Slept
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Gap-fill exercise/PowerPoint Presentation

T1

S6

S

S5

S

S

S5

Zzz.

S

S

S5

S

S4

S

S

S

S3

S4

S5

Zzz.

S

S

S

S

S1

S

S2

T1
T1

Was explaining by using PowerPoint slides
Was asking relevant questions – example would
08:55
help
S5
Answered the T’s questions
S6
Was not able to repeat the answer
Zzz.. Was sleeping
S1
Was drawing
09:06 S2
Was tapping on his desk using his pen
S3
Was eating his nails
S4
Were talking to each other
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T continued explaining & asking question

T1

S4

S4

S1

S

S

S6

S

S

S1

S1

S2

S2

S

S

S

S3

S2

S2

Zzz.

S3

S

S

S

S5

S5

S

09:10 T1
T1
S6
09:12 S2

Explained and asked questions
Explained and asked questions
Answered
Had an Arabic conversation as well as S3, S4 and
S5
Zzz.. Deeply sleeping
09:15
End of Mossabeh phase (5 minutes break)
Good accurate feedback. ☺
Remember to give examples of questions asked if commenting
on them.
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Khaled Majid
EDPT 3150 – Teaching Practicum
Observer Report
Teacher
: Group 1
Students
: 26
Date & Time
: 25/5/2005
08:35 – 11:40
Good job Khaled ☺
Jamal
Writing on the smart-board the specification of charts/maps
T

S

S

S

S2

S

S1

S

S

S

S

S1

S1

S

S

S

S

S

S5

Zzz.

S4

S3

S

S7

S

S

S

Group2

Group1

09:30 T

asked each group to write what information they
can find on either a map or a chart
09:31 S1
helped his colleagues
S2
Wrote on the smart-board
09:32
S3
Wrote on the smart-board
S4
Wrote on the smart-board
09:34
S5
Wrote on the smart-board
09:35 Zzz.. T asked the sleeper to answer on the smart-board
09:37 T
checked the SSs’ answers on the smart-board
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Type of charts discussion

T

S
S

S

S
Chart

S
S

S

G4

S

S

S
Chart

S
S

S

G3

S

S

S
Chart

S

S
S

S

G2

Zzz.

S
Chart

S

S

S

G1
S

09:42 T
G1
G2

divided SS into 4 groups
Were discussing ‘Routing Chart’
Were discussing ‘Mercator & Gnomonic
Projections’
09:43 G3 Were discussing ‘Miscellaneous Chart’
G4 Were discussing ‘Navigational & Non
navigational Charts’
Zzz.. Was sleeping
09:58 T
Re-grouped the students using ‘a, b, c, d & e’
technique
10:00
35-minute B R E A K
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In the new groups
T

S

S4
S

S

S2
S3

S

S

S

S

Bs

S

S

Cs

S

S6

S

S5

S

As

Zzz.

S

S

S

S1
S

S

S

Es
Ds

As
Bs
10:05 Cs
Ds
Es
S2
10:24
Zzz..
S1
10:44
T
S1
10:45 S2
S1
S3
10:46 S4
S3
10:48 T
S5
10:49
S6
10:51 T

Shared charts information in English
Shared charts information in Arabic
Shared charts information in English & Arabic
Shared charts information in Arabic
Shared charts information in Arabic
Was doing the attendance sheet ‘he is the class
leader’
the usual thing
Talked about one type of the charts in Arabic
asked S1 to try it in English
Talked about one type of the charts in English
Asked S1 a question about charts
Answered S2’s question
Talked about another type of the charts in English
Asked S3 a question
answered S4’s question
Corrected and clarified S3’s answer
Talked about another type of the charts in English
Talked about another type of the charts in English
Wound down the activity and linked his stage to
Saif’s
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Khaled Majid
EDPT 3150 – Teaching Practicum
Observer Report
Teacher
: Group 1
Students
: 26
Date & Time
: 25/5/2005
08:35 – 11:40

Saif

Groups Discussion

T1
T2

S

S

T3
S

S

S

S

S

T2

S

S

S

S

S
S

S

S

G5

10:52 T1
10:55 T1
10:57 SS
11:00 T2
11:03 T3
11:05 T4

S

G1

T2

S

S

S

G3
T2

S

S

T3

G2

T2

T4

S
S

T3
T4

S

S

G4

Introduced & clarified the lesson’s outlines. How?
Started up the discussion.
Started to discuss about large & small scale charts’
differences, advantages and disadvantages.
Asked the SS not to use the book. Why?
Asked the SS if they needed help.
Asked the SS to discuss again and to check their
answers.
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SS reporting and T explaining using PowerPoint slides
T

S

S2

S5

S3

S

S

S

S

S

S

S

G1

S

S6

S
S1

S4

S

S

G2

S

G3

S

S

S

S

S

S

G4

G5

11:09 T
11:10 S1
T
S1
11:12 S2
T
11:14 T
S3
11:15 T
S4
11:16 T

Asked the students to report what they had
discussed Why?
Reported what differences between large & small
charts are
Asked S1 to read out loud from the slide Why?
Read from the slide with difficulty – why?
Reported the advantages and disadvantages
between large & small scale charts
Re-clarified the differences between large & small
scale charts
Asked questions about the advantages and
disadvantages of each type of chart
Answered T’s question
Kept asking questions About what?
Answered as well as S5 & S6
Re-grouped the students Why?
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Terms Matching/Chart Labelling Exercise
T4

T1

S

S

T7
S

S

S

Chart

T8

T8
S
S

S

11:18

T

11:19
11:20
11:21

T1
T2
T3

11:22

T4

11:23
11:24

T5
T4

11:25
11:26
11:27

T6
T
T7

11:28
11:31
11:34

T8
T
T

11:36
11:40

T

T5

S

S

S

S

G4

G5

S

Chart

T6
S

S

G1

T1
T2

Chart

S
Chart

G2

G3

S

S

S

S

T6

S

S

T2

S
Chart

S

S

T3

T2

T

T3

Gave each group terms & definitions to match and asked them to
match the terms on the chart
Gave more explanation of how to carry out the task
Gave more explanation of how to carry out the task
Roamed around Why?
Roamed around Why?
Asked the students to try to put the definitions on the chart
Roamed around Why?
Gave example of how to put the terms on the chart
Took a quick look at each group work
Gave a hint Why?
Switched students from G2 and G3 to G4 and G5
Repeated the same activity as a competition
Checked the groups’ answers How?
Asked the students to give him feedback about the whole lesson
E N D
O F
T H E
L E S S O N

Nice feedback Khaled. Next stage would be to ask ‘why’
questions at selected points of the lesson to guide the teacher’s
reflection – see my questions in green in the notes above.
Note that you need to put a little more detail sometimes – see
red questions above.
Good job ☺
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EDPT:
(Observer:

Teaching Practice 13
Khaled)

Date:
Subject:
Teachers:
No. of Ss:

Wednesday 25th May 2005
Chart Theory
Musabeh, Jamal &Saif

Observation:

Good to see you writing so much.
What did you gain from these observations?
Try and focus from where you sit. If you walk around, they will obviously go on
task ☺
Did you clear your movement around the class with the teachers?

Feedback:

Points to
consider:

Musabeh:

Good note of instructions length, but rather than state this is wrong,
accept teacher’s explanation and elicit what can we do? (So you
don’t get defensive response). Give praise first and then lead into
criticisms (I think this indicates the need for observers to have time
between teachers to prepare for feedback stage. What do you
think?)
What’s your thoughts on Musabeh’s defensiveness? Due to lack of
initial praise?

Jamal:

Nice and accurate. Could still be more praiseworthy.

Saif:

Started with praise ☺ Nice point about book use as part of
instructions Good feedback

What was the difference between Musabah’s last activity and Jamal’s first?
What was the difference between Saif’s discussion and definition stages?
Your written feedback was much better than your oral feedback. Maybe because
you had time to put it together and did not feel any need to be judgmental?
You still need to add a bit more detail when commenting on lessons at specific
points with examples or detail of how the T / Ss did something.
Otherwise, an excellent first attempt at this form of specific feedback.
Just note that we must start off any oral feedback with praise to avoid teachers’
natural defensiveness ☺

Grade:

90 %

Feedback to all
1. Timings on plan at every stage.
08:25

11:20

08:40

11:40

2. FOCUSED

TASK not UNFOCUSED DISCUSSION

3. PLAN – What I’m going to do?  on w/b.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

abc
xyz
123
☺☺☺
XXX
???

+

Tick off as completed.

4. INSTRUCTIONS > + use tick points to bring class together for one time clear
instruction. (floor plan).

5. How necessary is PowerPoint?

6. Students use of Arabic. How does it reflect on the teaching this semester?

